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PREFACE

WITH the opening years of the present

century there has been a remarkable

revival of interest in theatrical

affairs, particularly in what some deem the

theatre's most important function : the pro-

duction of plays depicting life and problems
of the past and present, with the least

possible sacrifice of truth to the necessary

conventions and limitations of the Stage

—

and without those concessions to the sup-

posed popular taste for pleasing endings,

characteristic of the work of box-office play-

wrights. With playgoers there appears to

be an increasing desire for serious, natural

and thoughtful plays, the purpose of which
according to Ibsen should be to represent

human beings, human emotions, and human
destinies on a groundwork of modern social

conditions and principles. This movement
towards realism, however, does not exclude
the function of joy-giving which, when all

is said and done, will continue to be the

main objective of the playhouse. If we have
the unrelieved gloom of Galsworthy's

"Justice," we have also the racy humour
of " You Never Can Tell." Few will dispute
the fact that the " commercial " theatre

adequately caters for the playgoer who
primarily seeks amusement, sensation or

sensuality. We may also admit that much
that is good and educative, is produced in

the theatre by men whose main, if not whole,
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aim is pecuniary, and who are indifferent

to the advancement of dramatic art or the

elevation of the player's calling. Of course

we have no right to complain of this state

of things, so long as we are content to leave

our drama a mere article of commerce.
Capitalists have as much right to exploit

the theatre in the interests of dividends as

they have to exploit the water supply of

some unregenerate municipality. A point

of view worthy of consideration is this : to

what can we attribute a growing demand
for higher forms of dramatic authorship than

those offered by the commercial stage ? Why
should an ever-increasing number of men
and women desire more satisfying mental
pabulum than that afforded by inane comedy,
puerile farce or absurd melodrama? Why
this weariness of Melvillian preposterousness,

boudoir comedy, cigarette and intrigue

drama, chair-twiddling and leg-swinging

heroics, and above all of the inanity, in-

nuendo and jingle-jangle of musical comedy.
The writer ventures an opinion that the

reason for this may be found in the rapid

decay of conventional modes of thought

which became so manifest with the opening
years of the present century. In the politi-

cal world we witnessed an upheaval resulting

in a definite and momentous break with

the old two-party system. Whatever may
be the ultimate outcome of this crystalliza-

tion of the forces of labour and socialism

for independent political and industrial

action, it has undoubtedly focussed the best

minds of both Conservatism and Liberalism
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upon those social and industrial issues

apparently inseparable from the existing

state of society. In the sphere of religious

thought and organisation too there is evident

apathy and consequent inactivity. Whether
this passing of religious and political ortho-

doxy and the concentration of thought and
energy upon social and industrial problems
is a matter for jubilation or lamentation,

we need not now discuss, but it undoubtedly
synchronises with a natural distaste for the
histrionic fare provided by the society-

pampered actor-manager, and the more or
less soulless theatrical speculator ; on the
part of a constantly augmenting body of
theatre-goers in our large industrial centres

who desire plays yielding rational amuse-
ment, with elevating and stimulating

thought. Hence a growing appreciation

of the dramatic work of Ibsen, Shaw, Gals-
worthy, Granville Barker, Brieux, Maeter-
linck, Gertrude Robins, Charles McEvoy,
Masefield, Sudermann, Arnold Bennett,
Stanley Houghton, J. B. Fagan, St John
Hankin, and others of their kind. One can
aver that of British dramatists of the modern
school we have men and women so rich in

culture, literary skill and technical ability

as to render it more than probable that the
present century will prove as fruitful of noble
dramatic work as that of the Elizabethan
and Jacobean period.

This book is practically the substance of
lectures delivered before various audiences
in and around Manchester. Their favourable
reception, as well as the repeated requests
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for their publication has emboldened the

lecturer to embark on the present venture.

The writer's object is to afford the intelligent

playgoer (more particularly the patrons of

the repertory theatres) a brief outline of

the history of our Stage— its origins and
modern developments, from the point of

view of one who has been an earnest student
for nearly a quarter of a century of the

theatre and all its concerns. There is no
book at present on the market, at so low
a price, covering the ground here attempted
—nor indeed at any price dealing concisely,

or even at length, with the subject in its

entirety. This is not, however, the work
of a literary expert, but the simple product
of a busy commercial traveller, during the

scant leisure a man " on the road " can
snatch from his ordinary avocation. The
author acknowledges his indebtedness to

the many authorities quoted in the bibli-

ography, particularly to Farquharson Sharp's

excellent Short History of the English
Stage, and to the independent, scholarly

and illuminating theatrical and dramatic
writings of William Archer, G. Bernard
Shaw,. A. B. Walkley, E. F, Spence, C. E.

Montague, E. A. Baughan, H. W. Massing-
ham, and Sir Edward Russell. To use the

words of the last named,i the writer may add
that he has got all he could out of every critic,

but has not followed any one critic, or group
of critics obsequiously, or with servility, or

' The Theatre And Things Said About It. By Sir

Edward Russell.
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with a disuse of questioning thought on
his own part, nor has he disregarded as

negHgeable what other critics have said or

may say ; but to all of them he stands
indebted beyond measure for the good
things he has appropriated from their own
rich sheaves.

If these appropriations have, in the opinion
of any reader, been of too liberal a nature,

the writer's excuse must be that he has
committed the offence in the interest of
his readers—to whom the actual words
of a recognised master must carry more
weight than the faint echoes of the humble
disciple.

And, finally, in anticipation of objection
to this little book on the score of its

strong partisan tone, the writer can only
claim that, rightly or wrongly, his opinions
are honestly and sincerely held. He has
taken due pains by careful research to

verify his facts, and has diligently sought
for reliable evidence upon which to base
his opinions. If in the expression of these
views he has given hard blows, he will cheer-
fully stand his ground to receive them in

return.

To Mr David Oliver, F.J. I., late of the
London Press, and to Mr Oliver Beacham
of Highbury, London, the writer is deeply
grateful for invaluable help and wise advice.

For information concerning the scope and
objects of the Abbey Theatre and its school
of dramatists and players— as well as for

critical guidance upon other matters treated

in this book—the author hereby tenders

xiii
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bounden thanks to his friend, Mr A. O.

Orrett of Dublin.

Studholmc,
Bramhall,

Stockport,

July 191 2.

XIV

D.E.O.
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I. FROM MIRACLE PLAYS

TO THE GOLDEN AGE

HOWEVER opinions differ as to the
legitimate function of the Stage of
to-day, there is no doubt that the

nature and object of the first plays ev^er

presented in this country was didactic. The
history of mediaeval drama is rich in sug-

gestion for the student curious of origins.

He will find the beginning of drama in the

liturgy of the Catholic Church and its cere-

monial processions, and even in the ceremony
of dedicating a Church there was a vivid

dramatic element. On such an occasion the

clergy in procession would approach the

Church singing, " Lift up your gates, O ye
rulers, and be ye lifted up, ye everlasting

doors : and the King of Glory shall come
in." Some malign spirit within the building

would respond, " W/io is this King of Glory ?
"

" The Lord of Virtues : ffe is the Kwg of
Glory," came the triumphant response from
the processional priests ; and, as the doors
were opened, and the hosts of Christ swept
through, the actor of the " Voice " would slip

out and mingle with the general throng.

The Feast of the Ass (commemorating its

various Biblical exploits) was one of the

early Christian processional festivals. Its

introduction at these ceremonies supplied a
humorous element. " In a MS. of the years
1160-1180," writes Dr Charles Gayley, in his

3
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" Plays of our Forefathers," " there was
preserved the ritual of the Feast itself

—

'Festa Asinaria' . . . After Lauds all marched
from the cathedral to welcome the ass

which stood in waiting at the great door.

The door being then shut, each of the canons

stood with bottle of wine and glass in hand
while the Cantor chanted the Processional

of Drink."

Miracle Plays were unknown in England
before the Norman Conquest, and it is to the

French monks who followed in the train of

William of Normandy that we owe our first

acquaintance with these liturgical plays.

The)' were mostly written in Latin, and the

various characters were sustained by the

priests and monks. " These plays," writes

Prof. A. W. Ward [The Cambridge History

of Literature, p. 12, vol. 5] "were acted

either within the church walls, or on a

scaffold immediately outside them, the per-

formers being no doubt in the first instance

ordinarily ecclesiastics or the pupils of

ecclesiastics." The Miracle Plays were as a

rule dramatic compositions dealing with

legends from the lives of the Saints, while

the Mysteries dealt only with Gospel events.

The object of these plays was obviously to

popularize Christianity among the unlettered

masses ; a sort of early P.S.A. movement.
After a time their popularity led to their

enactment in a field adjacent to the Church

;

and finally they were performed in the street

and market-place, where, as an ecclesiastical

institution, the movement died. Priests could

not become strolling players, and therefore

4
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laymen began to be responsible for the

presentation of these plays, which from this

period were performed in the vernacular.

When the Miracle Plays passed from the

churches to the market-place and town
streets, under municipal and guild control,

they soon expanded into cycles covering the

whole history of Divine events from the

Passion backwards to the Creation and
forwards to the general Resurrection. Just as

in the Church such series of" Miracles" were
performed on different stages set up in the

nave, so in the more secular form they were
presented during the progress through the

town on different platforms. These move-
able stages were solid and substantial

structures, capable of bearing the weight of
the performers and their " properties," and
withstanding the jar and rattle caused by
wheeling over the badly paved streets of that

time. They consisted generally of two
storeys, the upper, or acting stage, which was
open except at back, the floor being strewn
with rushes, and the lower, completely closed

with curtains, was utilized by the actors as a
dressing-room. Some had three storeys, thus
providing two which were used in the
presentation of plays. Trapdoors served for

appearance and disappearance of demons.
Various places had their cycles of plays ; the
most famous that have come down to us are

those of Coventry, Chester, York, and Wake-
field. The Chester Miracle Plays— 25 in

number—were enacted from 1268 to 1577,
and again in a revised form in 1600 on the

first three days of Whitsun Week, each play

5
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being undertaken by one of the 25 trade

companies or guilds of the City. Their
authorship is ascribed to Randolph Higden,
a Benedictine Lay Monk of St Werburgh's
Abbey, Chester.

The Moralities about the middle of the

15th century began to supplant Miracle
Plays in the public esteem. In the Morality
Plays, the Virtues and Vices were personified

instead of the well-known Biblical charac-

ters ; a change which denotes educational

progress on the part of the public spectators.

The most famous of these plays is the well-

known " Everyman " (written about 1495),
which was reproduced some few years ago
by Mr Ben Greet, and also by Mr Poel. The
history of our stage resembles the history

of painting. The representation of sacred

subjects, such as Madonnas, Martyrdoms,
Saints, Crucifixions, incidents in the Life of

Jesus

—

e.g., the Last Supper and so on

—

prepared the ground for the secular arts.

These religious and moral plays began at

last to fail to sustain the interest of their

audiences, who now desired the more human
plays of the transition period, the evolu-

tionary link connecting our stage with the

great dramatic work of the Elizabethan
period. The origins of comedy and tragedy
already existed ; the former in the humorous
interludes which were introduced into the

ecclesiastical Miracle and Mystery Plays by
the guild performers, and the latter by tales

of love and valour kept green by the ballad-

monger. The oldest English comedy we
know of is Udall's [1505- 15 56] " Ralph
6
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Roister Doister," one of the many that

followed the Plautine model. Another,
written a little later, was " Gammer Gurton's

Needle" (first played about 1550), a comedy
of simple humour, but with an original and
distinctly national flavour.

The first attempt at tragedy in England
and our earliest blank verse drama was
entitled " Gorboduc," first produced in 1562,

its authors being Sackville [1536-1608] and
Norton [1532-1584]. Others were Preston's

[i 537-1 598] " Cambises " and Gascoigne's

[i 525-1577] "Jocasta"; but all showed a

marked classical influence. However, owing
chiefly to those purely English creations,

known as the Chronicle Plays, early English
tragedy was saved from becoming merely
imitative. These plays, such as " The
Famous Victories of Henry V." (first printed

1598), and "The Historic of King Leir

"

(first enacted 1594), partly dramatic and
epic in construction, are the natural outcome
of the Ballads, and it was from this source

that Shakespeare found the raw material of
some of his greatest historical plays.

With the shedding of its semi-religious

character, the drama became more specialised,

and the player's art was practised as a dis-

tinct profession. The guildsmen ceased to

be responsible for dramatic entertainments,

and, with the advent of the strolling player,

the social prestige of both author and actor

suffered a rapid decline. Royal or noble
patronage was now essential to success. The
first royal patron of the drama was Richard
ni., for, while Duke of Gloster, he attached
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a company of players to his household,

granting them permission to " tour " when-
ever he did not require their services. This
regularised the player's calling, acting became
fashionable, and as a consequence the pas-

time of amateur theatricals was taken up by
the gentlemen of the Inns of Court and other

gentry. Public school children were trained

in the histrionic art, as were also the children

of the Chapel Royal for Court Performances.

The clergy again resumed their old role of
play-writing, and occasionally " trod the

boards " in their own effusions. No regular
" theatres " had yet appeared. The players,

when released from attendance on their

royal or noble patrons, took to " busking."

The inn-yard ^ made an admirable theatre,

the audience assembling in the galleries that

ran round its sides. A few barrels with
boards on the top made the necessary plat-

form and the play began. The gallants on
entering the yard would glance round the

galleries, and then, according to a chronicler

of the period, " like unto the ravens, when
they spie the carrion, thither they fly and
press as neare the fairest as they can, fre-

quently to indulge in unseemly dalliance

with the fair ones." Owing to this kind of

thing, but chiefly for political reasons, the

actor's art gradually fell into disrepute, and
in London stage plays came under the ban
of a stringent Censorship. In 1 545 " common

' Some of these ancient inn-yards remain. There
is, or was until lately, one at the Cross Keys Hotel,

Market Place, Hull.
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players " were classed in a proclamation with
" ruffyns, vagabonds, masterless men, and
evill disposed persons." In 1551 players

were debarred from acting in any public

production not licensed by the Privy Council,

and in 1556 forbidden to stroll through the

kingdom, the proclamation charging them
with being " disseminators of seditions and
heresies."

Blackfriars House, a deserted monastery
on the Thames side, was granted by Edward
VI. in 1596 to the Court Players for their

use as a playhouse, but it was not until the

accession of Elizabeth that it received official

sanction as a recognised place of public

entertainment. In 1574 a second theatrical

licence was granted to the Earl of Leicester's

company of players, the head of whom was
James Burbage, father of the great tragedian

Richard Burbage, the friend of Shakespeare,
and the " original interpreter of Hamlet."
This licence authorised the erection of the

first " theatre," which was a wooden building

in Shoreditch known as " The Theatre " and
opened to the public in 1576. A year later

a second theatre was built called " The
Curtain," and the thoroughfare Curtain

Road denotes to this day its probable posi-

tion. In 1597, twenty years later, Burbage's

ground landlord gave him notice to quit,

but Burbage, unlike modern leaseholders,

had the right by the terms of his lease to

remove the fabric, and in spite of the land-

lord's opposition did so. The actors and
their friends pulled down the theatre, and
had the materials carried to the south side
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of the river, where two years later they were
used in building the famous Globe Theatre
on Bankside, Southwark ; a theatre, together
with Blackfriars House, to be rendered
notable for their intimate connection with
Shakespeare. The Globe was burnt down
in 1613, rebuilt and finally demolished in

1644. Mention of this famous playhouse
occurs in the prologue to " Henry V. "

:

" Pardon, gentles all.

The flat unraised spirits that have dared
On this unworthy scaffold to bring forth

So great an object : can this cockpit hold
The vasty fields of France ? or may we cram
Within this wooden O, the very casques
That did affright the air at Agincourt ?

"

The reference to " this wooden O " gives

an idea of the formation of the Eliza-

bethan theatres. Although our knowledge
is to some extent conjectural, founded as

it is upon brief allusions and one or two
drawings, we may state they were circular,

oval, octagonal, hexagonal and sometimes
square in shape. The materials used were
wood, lath and plaster, resting on stone

or brick foundations. They were about 40
to 50 feet high and built with three storeys,

tiers or galleries of seats which ranged round
three sides of the stage and part of the

fourth. On the fourth side, at the back of

the stage, was a " tiring " house in which
the actors dressed, and the upper storeys

of which could be used in the play, for a

balcony, or to represent the upper storeys

of a house according to the requirements
10
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of the scene. The three storeys of seats

were separated by partitions into "gentle-
men's roomes " and " twoe pennie roomes."
The top storey was roofed as also was the

stage, by thatch or tiles. The space or

yard, in other words, the " pit " between
the stage and the galleries which surrounded
it, was open to the sky. In this space not
provided with seats, " standing room " cost

id per head. The stage followed the old

inn-yard model, and was a platform four

or five feet high projecting well out from
the back wall of the theatre into the middle
of the yard. Thus the spectators practically

surrounded the players and custom per-

mitted the gallants to hire stools which
could be placed on the stage itself ^ Here
upon the stage the favoured few disported

themselves with pipes and tobacco, and often

behaved with great impertinence. Jeers

and interruptions from these gentlemen were
supposed to be frequent, and the poor
players we are told had a bad time while

they strutted and fretted their hour upon
the stage. Authorities differ as to the
demeanour of an audience of these days
in the public theatres. Except perhaps for

the licence allowed to those of the spectators

upon the stage, and the freedom fostered

among the "groundlings" by the al fresco

' The Elizabethan Theatre, by Harold Child, is

the title of an excellent and concise description of

the theatres of this day. The author in 30 pages,
which forms chap, x of vol. 6, The Cambridge
History of Literature, gives all the information the
average student requires.

II
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nature of the pit, the various parts of an
Elizabethan audience may reasonably be
presumed to have behaved much the same
as an average theatrical audience of forty

or fifty years ago. Whether the actors of

Elizabethan times were able to carry out

that counsel of perfection relative to the

histrionic art laid down by Shakespeare
in Hamlet's advice to the Players, it is

difficult to judge from the scanty materials

at our disposal. We have however, the

evidence of Flecknoe in his " Short Discourse
of the English Stage" (1664), who praises

Burbage for a " delightful Proteus " who was
so eager to sustain his part "unto the height

"

throughout the whole play that he main-
tained his impersonation " even in the tyring-

house." The gallants in the audience may
have indulged in audible criticisms of the

players, wagged their tongues unduly now
and again, ogled the ladies in the boxes,

and sniggered during pathetic portions of

the play. The young sparks and apprentices

may also have occasionally exchanged jokes

with orange girls, cracked nuts and howled
down some unfortunate actor, but yet

Leonard Digges, who saw "Julius Caesar"
acted during Shakespeare's lifetime, could

write :
— " Oh ! how the audience were

ravished : with what wonder they went
thence." The beautiful lines from Richard
II:—

" The eyes of men
After a well grac'd actor leaves the stage
Are idly bent on him that enters next,

Thinking his prattle to be tedious,"

12
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seem to suggest an impatient assembly,
but not an indifferent one. Again, while it

is hard to conceive the adequate portrayal

of Shakespearean heroines by shaven men
and beardless youths, we have Ben Jonson's
authority for the statement that Dick
Robinson, an actor of women's parts, could
" dress better than forty women " and
successfully pass himself off at a supper
as a lawyer's wife.

Mr William Poel, our greatest authority
on Elizabethan methods of stage-manage-
ment, in controverting the idea that great
acting must have been well nigh impossible
in the Elizabethan playhouse, and the
subtleties of acting, elaborate by-play, the
finer lights and shades of intonation, con-
spicuous by its entire absence, writes [Letter

The Tribune, loth Oct. 1907]: "Perhaps
the strongest evidence we have that the best

acting in Shakespeare's time was natural

is a reference in an old play called ' The
Return from Parnassus,' published in 1601,
when the amateur efforts of the Cambridge
undergraduates to copy Nature are supposed
to excite the derision of the experts Kemp
and Burbage. Kemp, the famous clown, who
is a character in the play, says to Burbage :

—

' It is good sport, in a part, to see them
(the amateurs) never speak but at the end
of the stage, just as though in walking with
a fellow, we should never speak but at a
stile, a gate or a ditch, where a man can
go no further,' Good actors know well that
to walk and to talk at the same time on
the stage is not an easy task to accomplish."

13
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The playgoers of this period seem to have
possessed the quahties of sympathetic
imagination in a superlative degree. With
no scenery to aid illusion they relied upon
the descriptive words of the poet and the
voice of the actor, together with their own
imaginations, to create the necessary atmo-
sphere of the play. The performances in

Elizabethan theatres took place in daylight,

on Sundays as well as on week days. They
were announced by a trumpet blast, and
during the performance a flag flew from the
theatre roof. The plays were performed
straight through without delay and without
scenery. The " properties " were a few chairs,

bed, and table, etc. The play was the thing,

wherein the players caught the conscience of

the spectators. The only costumes were the

splendid ones of the period. Music and
singing gave charm to many of the scenes,

the orchestra being stationed at the side

adjoining the back of the stage. Other actors

of this golden period were, besides the two
Burbages, the father [James Burbage, died

1597] and his great son Richard Burbage,
[i 567-1619], Edward Alleyn [i 566-1626]
(founder of Dulwich College), Philip Hens-
lowe [died 1616], John Hemminge [died

1630], chief proprietor of the Globe, fellow-

actor of Shakespeare, part editor of the first

folio, and creator of the role of Falstaff",

Richard Tarleton [died 1588], also a popular
comedian, and Shakespeare himself, whose
histrionic efforts at the Rose, Curtain, and
Blackfriars Theatres in his early days
tradition records to have been confined to

14
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such minor parts as the Ghost in " Hamlet

"

and Adam in "As You Like It." The
dramatists, other than Shakespeare [1564-

1616] of these days were Beaumont [1585-
1616], Fletcher [1579-1625], Webster [1580-

1625], Ben Jonson [i 573-1637], Ford [born

1586], Massinger [i 583-1640], Middleton

[1570-1627], Chapman [i 559-1634], Shirley

[i 596-1666], and Cyril Tourneur [i 575-1626],
who were mostly identified with the Globe and
Blackfriars Theatres; while Marlowe [1564-

1593], Dekker [i 570-1641], Greene [1558-

1592], and Peele [i 558-1 597] wrote mainly
for the Fortune,

15
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II. FROM THE RESTORATION

STAGE TO THE DEATH OF

EDMUND KEAN

WE now approach the darkest period

in the history of the stage. The
opposition offered to it by the

Puritans was perfectly natural. The drama-
tist and the player in the immediate past

had both lived and smiled in the sunshine of

Court patronage. The stage was made the

vehicle for ridicule of the Puritans' cherished

ideas, hopes and aspirations. Small wonder
then that their opposition to all amusements,
and especially to stage entertainments, began
to manifest itself, and this, aided by two
external circumstances—the epidemic known
as the Plague^ and the outbreak of the

great Civil War—completed the discom-
fiture of the stage and all its works.

By an order of Parliament in September
1642 all public performances were forbidden

in the following words :

—

" Whereas public sports doe not well agree

with publike calamities, nor publike stage-

playes with the seasons of Humiliation xx

' Early in the reign of James I. all performances
were prohibited when the number of deaths from
the frequently recurring epidemics reached 30 per
week ; and about 1619, 40 deaths a week was fixed

as the limiting number requiring the closing of the

theatres.

19
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being spectacles of Pleasure too commonly
expressing lascivious mirth and levitie, it is

therefore thought fit and ordained xx that

while these sad causes and set times of

humiliation doe continue, public stage-plays

shall cease and be foreborne."

Five years later another ordinance enacted

that anyone found playing " stage-plays,

interludes, or other common playes " should

be imprisoned and punished as rogues. In

the next year this ordinance was made even

more stringent by the further punishment of

public whipping, confiscation of their moneys
for the good of the poor, and every spectator

of the plays was liable to a fine of an equi-

valent to a pound sterling of our money.
A newspaper of 1654 mentions "the poor

actors, who have a long time lingered under
the heavy yoke of poverty, and fed them-
selves and families with hunger, sighs, and
tears

;
yet not one of these poor men, during

this long winter of many years' debarment
from the exercise of that quality wherein

they were bred, but have continued always
civill and honest in life and conversation."

Many of them had fought upon the Royalist

side in the Civil War, as was natural enough
for men of the " sock and buskin."

Just prior to the Restoration in 1656, at a

performance held of course privately in a

nobleman's house ^ of an Opera entitled the
" Siege of Rhodes," we first hear of women

' By Sir William Davenant's (1605-1668) company.
He was given by the Commonwealth government
a limited permission to produce plays.
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players on the stage, the first English actress

being Mrs Coleman, who played the part of

lanthe in this Opera. \In 1660, in the year
of the blessed Restoration, Pepys saw a play
entitled " The Beggar's Bush," which he
mentions as " very well done, and here the

first time that ever I saw a woman come
upon the stage." In this year Davenant
opened a theatre in Lincoln's Inn Fields,

where moveable scenery was for the first

time used. About this time Charles II.

regularized theatrical matters by granting
two patents, one to Davenant's company at

Lincoln's Inn Fields (and afterwards at

Dorset Gardens), the other to Thomas
Killigrew's company at the Cockpit in Drury
Lane. In 1682 the two companies joined

forces and opened in November of the same
year, under the name of the King's Com-
pany, the first theatre at, Drury Lane, built

by Sir Christopher Wren.)
;, Theatrical architecture now naturally

eriough began to change. The stage, unlike

that of Elizabethan days, had ceased to be
merely a platform in the midst of the specta-

tors, though it still projected some distance

into the auditorium. The proscenium arch,

an innovation from the Continent, gradually
led to the drawing back of almost the whole
stage, so that the players could no longer be
viewed " in the round," like a statue, but
were presented like a picture in perspective,

within a frame, so to speak. Some of us can
remember noticing in a few of the older

theatres the large space of stage which
projected into the auditorium, a useless
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survival of olden days.^ But to return to the

first Drury Lane— at each side of this

projecting portion was a door, used by the

characters in the play for exits and entrances.

Boxes were built above these doors, behind
the drop scene. From the front of this

projecting portion of the stage the Prologues
and Epilogues, a common feature of 17th

century plays, were spoken. Besides the

cheap "pit," which was, still unroofed, there

were three tiers of seatsJ In the lowest tier,

which was arranged m boxes, the prices

ranged from 3s to 4s ; the second tier mostly
open seats with a few boxes, the price being
IS 6d, and the top tier was a is gallery.

These sums, it must be remembered, equalled

twice or thrice their value in the money of

the present day. Performances commenced
about 3.30 p.m., but at the Court Theatre at

Whitehall the play began at 8 p.m. and
lasted till midnight. At first a visitor could

enter the pit without payment, providing he
retired before the end of the act that was in

progress. A gallant, therefore, could go in to

look for his friends, join them if he saw
them, or, if not, walk out again unchallenged.

This privilege soon became abused, and was

V ' Mr William Archer in " Play-Making " (page 306)
writes :

" In the theatre of the eighteenth and early

nineteenth [century] . . . the Elizabethan platform
survived in the shape of a long "apron," projecting in

front of the proscenium, on which the most important
parts of the action took place. The characters, that

is to say, were constantly steppmg out of the frame
of the picture ; and while the visual convention
maintained itself, there was nothing inconsistent or
jarring in the auditory convention of the soliloquy." J
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withdrawn. Ladies usually occupied the

first and second circles, and never were seen

in the pit. It was a common custom for

them to be masked to hide the blushes that

the licentiousness of many of the plays were
apt to evoke. The pit was rendered attrac-

tive to the *' mashers " or " nuts " of the

period by the presence of impudent Orange
girls, of whom Nell Gwynne, the ancestress

of the Duke of St Albans of merry back-

woodsmen fame, was one. The wit of these

girls and of other wenches of easy manners
and virtue was always a great feature of the

pit of Old Drury. Booking of seats was still

afar off, and gentlemen's servants were sent

to occupy seats until their masters arrived.

On the latter's arrival the gentlemen's gentle-

men would retire to the gallery, which was
practically their perquisite, there to ape their

masters' lack of courtesy, to chatter, jest and
make themselves generally objectionable.

In spite of their somewhat easy manners
and at times callous behaviour, we are told

they were a keenly critical and appreciative

audience. New plays in preparation were
announced from the stage at the conclusion

of a performance, and advertised by broad
sheets affixed to posts in the town as of old.

Scenery and mechanical effects, particularly

under the guidance of the ingenious Inigo

Jones [i 572-1653], began to be produced for

stage purposes, but were at first chiefly used
at the performances of " Masques " at Court,

and in the houses of the nobility. These
improvements led to the use of artificial

light in the public theatres, and to the
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roofing in of the pit of Drury Lane by a
glass cupola.

The most notable players of the time were
Charles Hart, a grand-nephew of Shake-
speare, and the actor who trained Nell

Gwynne, Mohun, John Lacy [died 1681J,
Edward Kynaston, famous as one of the
last male actors of female parts ; William
Cartwright [died 1687], and the great

Thomas Betterton [1635-1710]. The latter

joined Davenant's company when only
twenty-five, and scored an immediate
triumph as Hamlet in 1661. Davenant
trained him in the true Shakespearean
" tradition," and Davenant, we are told, had
seen Hamlet interpreted at Blackfriars by
Joseph Taylor, who was taught by Shake-
speare himself. His further great successes

were Mercutio, Othello, Brutus, and Macbeth.
He was a great stage-manager, as well as

an actor, and was sent to Paris by the King
to master all the details of stagecraft in

which the French excelled. Colley Gibber
bears testimony to his lovable and admirable
character, and his great ability in comedy
and tragedy. " I never heard a line in

tragedy come from Betterton," says Gibber,
" wherein my judgment, my ear, and my
imagination were not fully satisfied ; which,

since his time, I cannot equally say of any
one actor whatsoever."

Of actresses, Nell Gwynne [1640-1691]

first appeared on the stage in 1665. Iri

serious parts she made no great impression,

and it was not until she undertook comic
roles, that the former Orange girl, whose wit
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and repartee made her the pet of the pit,

found her true place on the stage.

Of the Restoration dramatists, with the

possible exception of Dryden and Otway,
the less said the better, Irving describes

the stage of this day (The Stage As It Is.

Edinburgh, 8th November 1881) as "a mere
appendage of Court life— a mere mirror

of patrician vice hanging at the girdle of

fashionable profligacy."

Colley Gibber [1671-1757], to whom we
are indebted for much information as to

the Restoration and Post-Restoration Stage,

joined Davenant's company in 1690, when,

besides Betterton and Kynaston, the com-
pany included the famous ''l^rs Bracegirdle

[1674-1748]— a woman of the greatest power
as an actress, who, although condemned to

act parts in the filthy plays of Congreve and
Wycherley, kept chaste to the end, living a

life of charity and good deeds. She retired

from the stag€ in 1707 at the early age of

thirty-three. The acting of this day attained

to a high level; and great advance was made
in what is known as "character acting." In

costume curious conventions grew up, some
of which persisted until Garrick's time. All

heroic characters wore a head-dress of nod-

ding plumes, the " forest of feathers " alluded

to by Hamlet in his scene with the players.

Black wigs, whitened and disfigured faces for

" murderers," and red wigs for Jews. When
Edmund Kean, in after years, drew forth

from his bundle a black wig in which to play

Shylock for the first time at Drury Lane,

his astounded colleagues nearly collapsed
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with horror at such an unheard of innovation.

The actors of this day were courted and
flattered, and although knighthoods were not

so cheap as they are to-day, players were

made much of, and for the most part they

consequently acquired an overweening idea

of their own importance. Their privileges

as " His Majesty's Servants " were consider-

able, one being an immunity from ordinary

arrest for debty^

One of the most indecent dramatic writers

of this time was Mrs Aphra Behn [1640-

1689] and strangely enough this "worthy"
is buried in Westminster Abbey. In 1698

Jeremy Collier [1650-1726] published his

" Short View of the Profaneness and Im-

morality of the English Stage," which was a

noble attack upon the licentious dramatic

work of the day ; and although Vanburgh
and Congreve attempted replies. Collier

furnished rejoinders that upheld his plea for

purity to such effect that a marked im-

provement followed in play-writing and
presentation.

The pay of actors in the old time contrasts

strikingly with the huge salaries commanded
by some star artists nowadays. We have

a record of the salaries paid to players in

1707. Betterton received £,\ a week, and
£\ for his wife, "although she does not

act " ; Cibber, £^ ; Mrs Oldfield, A ; Est-

court, £^ ; Wilks, £7, he being stage-

manager, as well as actor. " Benefit nights
"

brought extra remuneration, of which each

player had one or more. The old Drury
Lane Theatre remained for a great period
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the " hub " of the theatrical world, although

a "rival show" had sprung into existence

under a patent from William HI. in 1695 to

Betterton, Mrs Barry, and Mrs Bracegirdle,

at Lincoln's Inn Fields. An unscrupulous
attorney, Christopher Rich, became in 1690
joint owner with Killigrew of the patents

which governed the theatrical performances
at Old Drury. Owing to increasing infir-

mities consequent upon old age, Killigrew

took no active part in the management,
leaving everything in the hands of Rich.

This fellow appears to have revelled in

quarrels with his actors, authors, share-

holders, in fact with all connected with the

theatre. He was rapacious, dictatorial and
dishonest. Chris Rich was perhaps the

first theatrical manager who was not an
actor and the first of a long line of men
which the stage would have been better

without. In 1 7 10 Drury Lane passed into

the control of Cibber, Wilks and Doggett
[died 1 721], all actors and in addition, the

latter was an excellent business man.^
" In the twenty years while we were our

own directors," says Cibber, " we never had
a creditor that had occasion to come twice
for his bill ; every Monday morning dis-

charged us of all demands, before we took
a shilling for our own use."

What a contrast this to the base methods
of Rich

!

Rivalry between Lincoln's Inn and Drury ^
'Doggett in 1716 instituted a Badge and Livery

to be competed for annually by six watermen to

row from London Bridge to Chelsea.
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Lane Theatres occupies much of the sub-
sequent history of these days and is only
worthy of our notice for the high-handed
arrangement made between the rival man-
agements in 1722 in which they bound
themselves not to engage each other's actors

without mutual consent. Barton Booth,
who died in 1733, deserves mention as a
capable actor of the " grand style " at its

best— and also Ann Old field who passed
away in 1730, and was buried in West-
minster Abbey. Dibdin declared that

she " embraced every description of tragedy
and comedy—and possessed some por-

tion of every requisite that characterized

the method of the old school.", Colley
Gibber was appointed Poet Laureate in

1730, retired from the stage 1733 and died
in 1757.
The Drury Lane manager, John Lacy,

took into partnership in the year 1746 the
greatest of English actors, Davy Garrick

[1716-1779], the friend of Johnson, Goldsmith
and Reynolds. Garrick was to be sole

stage manager, and Lacy the business

manager. From this time there began for

Old Drury, under Garrick's direction, that

brilliant period of histrionic excellence which
lasted for thirty years. There were now five

theatres, viz— Drury Lane, King's Theatre,
Goodman's Fields, Haymarket and Covent
Garden Theatres. In 1741 Macklin [1690-

1797], who was discharged from Lincoln's

Inn Fields Theatre some years previously

for his persistent adherence to the more
" natural " style of acting, appeared as
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Shylock in an unmutilated version of Shake-
speare's comedy. Previous to this a per-

verted version called '* The Jew of Venice "

had served in which Shylock was played
as a low-comedy part. Macklin's natural

presentation of the part drew from Pope
the line :

" This is the Jew that Shakespeare
drew." Macklin who lived to a great age
dealt a blow to the old stilted, pompous,
declamatory school of acting and began
>a reform which Garrick was to complete.^,

\In the first year of Garrick's partnership

with Lacy in 1746, he succeeded in enforcing

discipline among the actors and decorum
among the audience. The most important
of his reforms was his resolute clearing of

the stage of spectators. - That this custom
should have been tolerated so long appears
inconceivable to us. Actors were compelled
at times to shoulder their way through the\
fops to gain a clear space in which to acty'

' Garrick's natural style was strikingly

triumphant. Quin [1693- 1756], an actor

of the Old School, once said of him that,
" If this young man is right, we are all

wrong." A contemporary criticism on
Garrick's Richard III. mentions his easy
naturalness of voice, and that—" He is not
less happy in his mien and gait, in which
he is neither strutting or mincing, neither

stiff nor slouching. When three or four are

on the stage with him, he is attentive to

all that is spoke, and never drops his

character when he has finished a speech
by either looking contemptuously on an
inferior performer, unnecessary spitting, or
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suffering his eyes to wander through the

whole circle of spectators."

-

James Quin, his rival of the Old School,

soon admitted his inability to maintain
himself in public favour against Garrick, and
when he learned that Garrick was to be
manager of Drury Lane, he left Rich (son of
old Chris) in a huff and went to Bath, the

most famous theatrical town outside London,
and where Sarah Siddons acted for many
years before coming to London. On reflec-

tion Quin was sorry, and wrote to Rich in

the hope that he would be recalled. " I am
at Bath. Yours, James Quin," wrote Quin
to Rich ; to which Rich replied :

" Stay there

and be damned. Yours, John Rich." Quin
returned, however, and acted at Covent
Garden till 175 1, when he retired from the

stage, and died five years later. Garrick's

company consisted of Macklin, Spranger
Barry [1719-1 777], the famous Mrs Pritchard,
" by nature for the stage designed, in person

graceful and in sense refined," as Churchill

said of her ; brilliant Peg Woffington, and
Kitty Clive.

One of Garrick's ablest interpretations was
Lear, and when we remember that he dressed

for this part as an old gentleman of the i8th

century, and used a crutch, we are inclined

to smile. Anachronisms and incongruities

mattered little in those days, " acting " was
the thing. Garrick, however, abandoned the

feathered turbans for " heroic " parts. He
played Macbeth in a Hanoverian military

uniform to a Lady Macbeth in hoops and
feathers. Stage illumination was supplied
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by some dozens of candles on two or three

chandeliers. Garrick was the first to intro-

duce footlights, an idea he brought from Paris.

He retired in 1776, died in 1779, and was
buried in Westminster Abbey, not far from
his great predecessor Betterton.

We have now reached another great period

of dramatic literature—that of Sheridan and
Goldsmith. " The Rivals " was first pro-

duced in 1775, and " The School for Scandal

"

in 1777. The latter comedy gained an im-

mediate success. While the two comedies
of Goldsmith are not so popular as these

two masterpieces of Sheridan, " She Stoops
to Conquer " remains a priceless classic of

this time. The best actor of this period was
John Henderson [1747-1785] who won his

spurs at Bath. Besides being an actor, he
was a clever etcher and the author of some
poems. He died young in 1785, and was
buried in Westminster Abbey.

In October of 1782 Mrs Siddons [1755-
1831] made her reappearance in London
where she had appeared with Garrick five

years before, only to fail. This time, how-
ever, her success was immediate. In 1784
she played her greatest part, Lady Macbeth.
Hazlitt wrote of her :

" Power was seated

on her brow
;

passion radiated from her
breast as from a shrine ; she was Tragedy
personified."

In February 1785 the Drury Lane stage
was for the first time lighted with " patent
lamps," and a journalist records that " the

effect of this light was brilliant beyond all

expectation." The old building of Wren,
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that had stood over one hundred years, the

nursery of English acting at its best, was
pulled down in 1791. The new building,

opened in 1794, was burned down in 1809.

Singularly of all ancient London playhouses,

Sadler's Wells (associated with the name of

Phelps) is the only one that has not been
destroyed by fire. During this period
" The Lane " was under the management
of Sheridan with John Kemble [1757-1823],
the brother of Sarah Siddons, as his stage

manager. While the theatre was burning,

Sheridan was cheerful, and remarked that it

was a pity when a man could not enjoy him-
self by his own fireside, a witty outburst

evoked when he was prevented by some one
in authority from approaching too near the

burning theatre. Sheridan was a brilliant

playwright, author, advocate, orator, politi-

cian, but reckless, extravagant, and occa-

sionally dishonest. In 1802 Kemble and
Mrs Siddons severed their connection with

Sheridan, and Kemble acquired an interest

in Covent Garden. Kemble as a manager
was as admirable as Sheridan was the

reverse. He, like his sister, was a player

of the grand style. He acted all the great

Shakespearean roles supported in most of

them by Sarah Siddons. With the retire-

ment of this famous pair, brother and sister,

the grand style passed away. It was an
artificial style, but both in declamation and
gesture it had the merit of fine technique,

which led, however, to undue deliberation

and pomposity.
The present Drury Lane opened its doors
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in 1 812 under the management of a Com-
mittee of whom Lord Byron was one. The
great Edmund Kean [1787- 1833] made his

first appearance here as Shylock on January
26th 1 8 14, and in one performance changed
the entire style of acting, saved the fortunes

of Drury Lane, then in a bad way, and
insured his own. The next part he essayed

was Richard III., in which role he proved
the equal of Kemble and Garrick. " Life,

nature, truth, without exaggeration or

diminution," wrote Byron in his diary after

seeing Kean as the " Crook-back." Kean's
unerring instinct led him to seize upon the

essentials of character, and this it was that

Coleridge meant when he said that to see

him act was " like reading Shakespeare by
flashes of lightning." Although his voice

and figure were far from heroic, his gesture

and facial play were a revelation. In the

parts of Shylock, Richard, or lago, he has
had no equal on our stage.

Kean worked for the Drury Lane manage-
ment until 18 19, when the famous house
passed into the hands of Elliston. Four
years afterwards Elliston was bankrupt.

Even Kean, Macready, and Liston availed

not to save Elliston, who spent his money
upon lavish staging and effects, and on re-

modelling the interior of the house. After

Elliston's failure the Old Drury's traditional

greatness passed away until it was tempo-
rarily restored by Macready. Charles

Kemble, the brother to the great John
Kemble, became manager of Covent Garden
in 1823, and Shakespeareaii productions
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were for the first time correctly costumed
and staged, Kean appeared here in 1827,

and twice he visited America. Once in 1820
and again in 1825. Kean now, alas ! fell

into evil ways. He drank to excess,

estranged his wife and quarrelled with his

son. He re-appeared at Drury in 1827 amid
unbounded enthusiasm. The part was Shy-
lock and he rallied all his powers for the

occasion and played the character as of old.

Doran relates having seen Kean play

Richard HI. in 1832, when "the sight was
pitiable. Genius was not traceable in that

bloated face ; intellect was all but quenched
in those once matchless eyes ; and the power
seemed gone, despite the will that would
recall it . . . but by bursts he was as grand
as he had ever been." On March 25th 1833
he was acting Othello to his son Charles's

lago at Covent Garden. He implored his

son to keep close to him on the stage for

fear he should collapse. When at last he

endeavoured to abandon himself to Othello's

storm of passion in the final scenes, he broke

down, tottered and reeled insensible into his

son's arms, moaning—" I am dying—speak

to them for me." He was carried from the

stage as the curtain fell upon him for ever.

He died two months later.

In concluding this imperfect sketch of the

English stage from earliest times until the

passing of Edmund Kean, one must confess

that it is rather difficult to assess the value

of each particular century in relation to the

entire art of dramatic writing and presenta-

tion. One may, however, roughly outline
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the matter by saying that the sixtee

century was the golden age of our /

dramatic Hterature, and the succeeding/
centuries the period during which the a

acting gradually evolved from mere declainc

tion and posturing to an earnest naturalness.

During the whole of these three centuries

the histrionic art found its highest repre-

sentatives in Burbage, Betterton, Garrick,
and Kean, "whose names," said Irving (Four
Great Actors. Oxford 26th June 1886) "are
landmarks in the history of the Drama in

England, the greatest Drama of the World
. . . they all carried out, by different

methods perhaps . . . the same spirit, the
principle that in acting Nature must domi-
nate Art. But it is Art that must interpret

Nature; and to interpret the thoughts and
emotions of her mistress should be her first

object. But those thoughts, those emotions,
must be interpreted with grace, with dignity,

and with temperance ; and these, let us
remember, Art alone can teach."
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FROM the beginning until the latter

eighties of the 19th century was a

period that is singularly barren in

the production of notable dramatic work.

With the passing of Goldsmith and Sheridan,

the two greatest comedy writers of the

1 8th century, dramatic authorship became
dormant and did not awaken until near

the end of the last century. A period

triumphantly progressive in Science, Art,

Literature, Religion and Philosophy, was
absolutely stagnant with regard to the

Drama. An age which gave us Stephenson,
Lister, Darwin, Huxley, John Stuart Mill,

Tennyson, Thackeray, Dickens, Millais,

Watts, James Martineau, Herbert Spencer
and Gladstone— to name a few that flash

across one's memory— a period rich with
master minds in every branch of the sciences,

arts, literature, politics, and religion has
not supplied a single dramatist who comes
within measurable distance of the eminent
sixteenth and eighteenth century play-

v/rights. This was the dismal period when
Gifford could remark with truth, "All the fools

in the kingdom seem to have risen up and
exclaimed with one voice— Let us write for

the theatres !
" In his Harvard Lecture on

" The Corner Stones of Modern Drama

"

(October 1906) Mr Henry Arthur Jones
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makes some very pertinent comments upon
this theme. In comparing the English and
French drama of the last 250 years he holds
that the Restoration comedy, though draw-
ing its inspiration from France and Moliere,

is lacking in the qualities of construction,

and it is further essentially " mischievous,

corrupt and depraved," and since its day
all of English drama worthy to be preserved
as literature is contained in *' The Rivals,"
" The School for Scandal," and " She Stoops
to Conquer." " Why," asks Mr Jones,
" have we made such a beggarly mess of
our drama ? There has been," he says,
" an almost continuous stream of great

writers for the French stage from Moliere
to the present time." Again, on the
technical side, Mr Jones recalls that during
these two centuries there has been a constant
method of training actors and actresses

in France, that the drama has been reckoned
as a fine art and judged on that level : while
the great mass of English playgoers " have
lost all sense that the drama is the art of

representing life, and go to the theatre

mainly to be awed by scenery, or to be
tickled by funny antics, songs, and dances
that have no relation to life." Mr Jones
adds— " We owe the imbecility and par-

alysis of our drama to-day to the insane
rage of Puritanism that would see nothing
in the theatre but a horrible, unholy thing
to be crushed and stamped out of existence."

Mr Jones marshals other subsidiary causes

in the following order :

—
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(i) The divorce of the English drama
from English literature.

(2) The general absence from the English

theatre and from modern English plays of

any sane, consistent, or intelligible ideas

about morality.

(3) The divorce of English drama from

its sister arts.

(4) The absorption of the English drama
into popular amusement.

(5J The want of a training school for

actors.

(6) The elevation of incompetent actors

and actresses into false positions as stars
;

and

(7) A widely spread dependence upon
translation and adaptations of foreign plays.

Addressing himself next to the "corner

stones " of modern drama, Mr Jones defines

them as being :

—

(i) The recognition of the drama as the

highest and most difficult form of literature.

(2) The acknowledged right of the drama-
tist to deal with the serious problems of life,

(3) The severance of drama from popular
entertainment ; and

(4) The establishment of those relations

between actor and author which shall best

aid the development of the drama.
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It is six years ago since Mr Jones delivered

iiimself to this effect, and time has effaced

some of his grievances and helped forward a
few of his suggestions— for have we not seen
during this short period the establishment of
the repertory theatre, and a new school of

"thinker-dramatists"— as Mr Massingham
calls them ? However, the main counts of

Mr Jones' indictment remain unfortunately

true, and his proposed remedies are on right

lines. By implication we may gather that

the greatest obstacle to the attainment of

his second remedial proposition is the Censor-
ship, of which more presently. To mention
a few of the Victorian dramatists. It is true

that Charles Reade gained a permanent place

in literature with his classic novel " The
Cloister and the Hearth "— his plays, how-
ever, are all but forgotten. Though the fiction

of Lytton is readable, one may doubt if his

most devoted admirer would now care to sit

out " The Lady of Lyons," and no one but
an ignorant Court official would think of

commanding a Royal performance of Lytton's
modish old play "Money" with its asides,

soliloquies, bombast, and stilted sentiment.

Even T. W. Robertson's " Caste," the best of

a poor lot, with its trumpery sentiment and
twaddly moralisings, would have been for-

gotten but for the character types of the

Eccles family. As to H. J. Byron, the

author of " Our Boys"— well, his plays are

as dead as those of Sheridan Knowles. The
work of W. G. Wills, probably the best

writer of Victorian stage potboilers, is only
remembered by some old Lyceum frequenters
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for the picturesque setting they afiforded the

genius of Irving. Beyond these authors the

Victorian era gave us nothing but adapta-
tions of the worst of French farces and
dramas. During the seventies, the theatrical

output consisted of such stuff as " Peril,"

" Diplomacy," " Pink Dominoes," " Betsy,"

and " Drink." Whatever decade we take, be
it the thirties, forties, fifties, sixties, seventies,

or eighties, the dramatic work (not judged
by modern standards, but by the general

literary excellence of non-dramatic produc-
tion of the day), is absolute rubbish. One
marvels how audiences could endure, much
less applaud, such a compost of puerile senti-

ment and contemptible twaddle as the

burlesques, farces, comedies, and dramas of

the Victorian era. There could have been
few discriminating playgoers in those days,

at least so far as the contemporary drama
was concerned. Doubtless they were just a
plain mass of amusement seekers, incapable

of appreciating anything better. The ugliness

of life during the Victorian era may account
to some extent for this absence of high
dramatic work. England had become the

workshop of the world. The industrial

revolution swept away much that was
beautiful in life, and brought in its train

factories and filth, cofiin-ships and jerry-

built houses, long hours of labour and miser-

able wages, stock exchanges and limited

liability companies, religious hypocrisy and
mammon worship— in short a condition of
society hardly likely to create an enlightened
playgoing public, or stimulate the latent
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talent of "some mute inglorious" Shake-
speare. Herein may we not find some
reason why the Victorian Drama was a

thing of shreds and patches ?

It may be worth mention in passing that

our present Censor of plays, Mr Charles

Brookfield,! deems the period 1865 to 1885
to be " our theatrical Golden Age." Of
course Mr Brookfield is quite at liberty to

claim that dramatic writers of the stamp
of Dion Boucicault, Tom Taylor, Charles

Reade, H. J. Byron, Clement Scott, and a

score or so of adaptors of French farces

constitute a " golden age," but it is fearful

to contemplate that the future work of Shaw,
Galsworthy, Granville Barker, Zangwill,

Sutro, Barrie, Pinero, and other modern
dramatists will in due course pass under
the review of the author of " Dear Old
Charlie." =

Nothing can better illustrate the utter

dramatic poverty of the times immediately
following the death of Edmund Kean than
Bunn's management of the two great houses,

Drury Lane and Covent Garden. He tried

the experiment of joint management, even
to the extent of giving the respective per-

formers a show in each theatre during the

' Author of " Dear Old Charlie," one of the loosest

of modern comedies, which according to the evidence
of Mr W, L. Courtney of The Daily Telegraph,

before the recent joint-committee on the Censorship,
"brought a blush to the cheeks even of hardened
ruffians like dramatic critics."

' Article by Mr Charles Brookfield, National
Review, November 191 1,
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same night He gave up Covent Garden
after two years' management, and retired

from Drury Lane heavily in debt in 1837.
He endeavoured to draw the public with
drama, opera, concerts, tight-rope dancing,

and even lion-taming exhibitions. The
names of two of the three best actors of the

19th century appear prominently in the bills

at this period, namely those of Phelps and
Macready. Other players of the time were
Liston (the Toole of his day), William
Farren (the best of Sir Peter Teazles),

Benjamin Webster, Madame Vestris, Ellen

Tree (afterwards Mrs Charles Kean, and the

first stage mistress of Ellen Terry), and
Vandenhoff. Madame Vestris, when she
became manageress of the Old Olympic in

1 83 1, introduced the first of Planche's extra-

vaganzas and burlesques—the forerunners

of the Gaiety burlesques in which Fred
Leslie and Nellie Farren excelled—which
class of entertainment was subsequently to

develop into that modern abomination

—

the musical comedy. Save by special licence

for special occasions, the " legitimate " drama
was not allowed except at the few patent
theatres until 1843, when free-trade in

dramatic entertainments was legalized, and
all duly licensed theatres were enabled to

produce what they pleased in the way of
stage plays. In order to dodge the " patent

"

monopoly, plays were written with a few
musical parts therein. Thus we get the

term " melodrama," and hence arose a taste

for " burlettas " and " vaudevilles."

William Charles Macready [1793- 1 873],
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who became manager of Covent Garden in

1837, had served a provincial apprenticeship
of 20 years, in che course of which he had
acted with Sarah Siddons and Dora Jordan,
and at Drury Lane, in America, and also in

Paris. At Covent Garden he produced a
series of fine Shakespearean revivals, in

which he appeared with Helen Faucit, sub-

sequently Lady Martin, who died a few
years ago, and with Samuel Phelps. He
produced Lytton's " Lady of Lyons " in 1838
and "Richelieu" in 1839. Macready's am-
bition at this time was to lead rather than
follow public taste, a fact which perhaps
explains his failure to make ends meet at

both Covent Garden and Drury Lane, as the

result of two years' management at each
house. After playing at the Haymarket
under Webster from 1839 to 1 841, he again
became manager of Drury Lane, and was
again unsuccessful. His failure was caused
by expensive mounting of plays, his refusal

to adopt the long-run system, and because
of the increasing competition of other play-

houses. He failed to realize that the days
of Drury Lane monopoly were over, and the

public now had the choice of other theatres,

such as the Haymarket, Olympic, Adelphi,
and Sadler's Wells, His most notable
revivals at Drury Lane were " King John "

and " As You Like It," in which he was
supported by such players of note as Mrs
Nisbett, Mrs Stirling, Mr and Mrs Keeley,

Anderson, Phelps, and Ryder. He did

service to the contemporary drama by pro-

ducing Marston's " Patrician's Daughter

"
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and Browning's " Blot in the Scutcheon."

He also gave Dryden's " King Arthur" and
Milton's " Comus." His last appearance was
at Drury Lane in 185 1 as Macbeth. After

twenty years' retirement he died in 1873.

Macready once said that "a theatre ought to

be a place of recreation for the sober-minded

and intelligent," and that he endeavoured to

make it so cannot be denied. Talfourd

classifies him as the " most romantic " of

actors, just as Kean was the " most human,"
and Kemble the " most classical." His
definition of the art of acting is worth
mention here :

" To fathom the depths of

character, to trace its latent motives, to feel

its finest quiverings of emotion, to compre-
hend the thoughts that are hidden under
words ; and thus possess one's self of the

actual mind of the individual man."
He was an extremely upright man, but

vain and quarrelsome, also exceedingly
masterful, but whatever his shortcomings he
deserved the tribute paid to him by Tenny-
son in the lines :

—

" Thine is it that drama did not die.

Nor flicker down to brainless pantomime
And those gilt gauds men-children swarm to see."

With the end of Macready's management
the glories of " Old Drury," as the home of

our greatest drama, passed away for ever.

Webster managed the Haymarket from 1837
to 1853. He did much to improve the

comfort of playgoers, and was the first to

institute " Orchestra Stalls." His company
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numbered all the great players of the period,

such as Phelps, Madame Celeste, Macready,
Helen Faucit, Buckstone, Charles Kean, and
his wife, the elde'r Farren, Mathews, and
Madame Vestris. Webster was also an able

comedian, and wrote or adapted from the

French no less than a hundred comedies and
farces. He also produced the now forgotten

works of the contemporary dramatists

Lytton, Sheridan Knowles, Douglas Jerrold,

and Westland Marston. Webster's was the

first London company to initiate the touring

system. Prior to this no London company
ever performed outside the Metropolis. In-

dividual actors and actresses of repute

visited the large towns, but were always
supported by the local stock companies. In

Mr Maude's book on the Haymarket
Theatre, referring to this practice initiated

by Webster's company, we read :

—
" When-

ever the theatre closed the members of the

company went off in a body and rented a

small provincial theatre for five nights at a

time (they never played on Saturdays) all

sharing equally. Any one who happened to

be out of the bill made himself useful in

front of the house, and no one objected to

playing small parts or insisted on 'fat'

ones. Finances were arranged on the

sharing system, and often each member
netted quite a nice little sum."

Thus we have the true artistic and reper-

tory theatre spirit in existence sixty years

ago. What an insight this little fact affords

us of the true inwardness of human nature

—

absolute equality of remuneration as well as
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even distribution of the " fat and lean " and
" front of the house " parts !

In 1853 Webster retired from the Hay-
market, and was succeeded by Buckstone.
who ruled there till 1876. This actor, besides

being the author and adaptor of a large

number of comedies and farces, was an
excellent low comedian without equal until

the time of Lionel Brough. Buckstone's
company included Henry Compton, the

father of the present Edward Compton, the
ablest of Shakespearean clowns, whose
Touchstone was incomparable, as also was
his First Gravedigger in " Hamlet " ; Edwin
Booth the American actor also appeared
under Buckstone in the sixties, and as a
girl of 16 in 1863 ^o also did Ellen Terry,

In 1873 Buckstone successfully instituted

morning performances, which had been
attempted at Drury Lane in the fifties only
to fail.

Webster on leaving the Haymarket became
manager at the Adelphi and in the sixties,

when Boucicault's Irish plays were at the
height of their popularity, he abolished the
fees for " booking in advance " and the
charges for programmes.

Probably the most remarkable event in

the stage history of the 19th century was
the management of Sadler's Wells by
Samuel Phelps, a sound and earnest actor

who had served under both Macready and
Webster. Erom 1844 and onwards for

eighteen years he transformed this old

dowdy suburban theatre, erected in 1764,
to a real home of classic drama. In spite
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of the deplorable condition of the native

drama of the early forties he had reason

to hope that even in a lower-middle and
working-class suburb of London such as

Clerkenwell, a public could be found to

appreciate Shakespeare intelligently ren-

dered and adequately staged, Charles Kean
at the Princess's was at the moment initiat-

ing that lavish staging of Shakespeare which
subsequent actor-managers have followed

with disastrous results, both to Shake-
speare and to the art of acting. During
the eighteen years of his management,
Phelps produced thirty - two of Shake-
speare's plays, almost the whole of them.
Shakespeare was billed for about four nights

out of every six, and when Shakespeare
was not in the bill, we find such pieces as

the dramatic work of Massinger, Webster,
Beaumont and Fletcher

;
Colman, Sheridan,

Macklin, Milman, Goldsmith, Byron, Mars-
ton and Browning. Phelps was not a

brilliant actor, but rather a sound, sensible

and versatile actor. He was, moreover, a

thorough business man, full of enthusiasm
and above all, possessed of an infinite

capacity for hard work. His productions

proved him to be an admirable artist,

capable of getting the utmost out of his

material, both human and inanimate. He
was able by judicious use of his limited

resources to produce remarkable and ad-

mirable scenic effects. In the matter of

staging and scenery he appears to have hit

the happy mean between beggarliness and
ostentation. His mastery of stagecraft
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enabled him to produce his effects with

the utmost economy of means.
Sadler's Wells still remains, but after

Phelps' time it rapidly declined in merit

and was until quite recently a variety music
hall of the " two shows a night " order,^

Phelps' rival Charles Kean, a poor actor,

with nothing of his great father's genius,

but a brilliant " producer of plays " in the

modern sense, began his managerial career

at the Princess's in 1850 in partnership with

Keeley. The latter retired a year later and
Kean reigned alone till 1859. His company
consisted of his wife Ellen Tree, the two
Keeleys, Vining, Lacy, Ryder, Alfred

Wigan, Meadows, Hermann Vezin (who
passed away about a year ago) Carlotta

and Rose Leclercq, Benjamin Terry and his

famous daughters Kate and Ellen. He
mounted sixteen of Shakespeare's plays in

a gorgeous fashion, historically and archaeo-

logically exact, but they are now forgotten,

while Phelps' spirited and artistic produc-
tions at Sadler's Wells occupy a prominent
and honourable place in the history of

the drama.
The writer does not propose to give a

detailed and consecutive account of the

stage during the 19th century, but only
to mention such incidents as seem to him
important, and which mark certain unique

' !t has now reverted (owing to the greater attrac-

tions offered by the larger Islington music-halls) to

the drama of the Melvillian and blood and thunder
types, served up twice nightly.
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events in histrionic history. The last cen-

tury was a period of vast mechanical progress.

It is natural, therefore, that immense im-
provements in lighting and staging mechan-
ism should constitute the principal character-

istic of recent theatrical development, and
the nineteenth century is therefore note-

worthy for the great advance made in the
presentation of plays. When we contrast

the few simple devices at Drury Lane in

Garrick's time with the elaborate machinery
and mechanical equipment at the same
theatre to-day under Mr Arthur Collins'

management, we are conscious of a stupend-
ous change, the magnitude of which is

absolutely bewildering. One is at a loss

for an appropriate analogy, but one may say
it would be like stepping out of a simple
village carpenter's shop into a huge up-to-

date factory. The writer uses the word
advance in the usual theatrical and not

in the dramatic or literary sense.

Until 1850 when Charles Kean introduced

for the first time elaborate and extravagant
mounting of Shakespearean plays— theatri-

cal managers had been content with the

simplicity and economy of " flats," drop-
scenes and wings. This elaboration and
expensive setting was perfected by Irving

at the Lyceum, and continues to this day
at His Majesty's Theatre under the direction

of Sir Herbert Tree.

The nineteenth century's history of the

stage may be summed up in a few sentences.

During this period we witnessed the develop-

ment of clever character-acting ; expensive
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stage-mounting and its concomitant evil

the long-run system ; the glorification of

the principal player to the detriment of

the ensemble, and consequently at the

expense of the dramatist— in other words
the " star " system ; the passing and event-

ual extinction of stock companies and the

substitution of the touring company system
;

and finally the commercialisation of the

stage.
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CENTURY STAGE—CONTD.

THE elaborate and extravagant mount-
ing of plays initiated by Charles

Kean at the Princess's Theatre in

1850 naturally led to the long-run system.

It is obvious that the thousands of pounds
spent on a production could only be re-

couped by such a system— a long run meant
financial success, the reverse often resulted

in bankruptcy. The long-run is, for obvious
reasons, only possible in the very largest

centres of population, and where there is

every temptation for the financial backers of

the "stars" to get as large a return as

possible upon their invested capital. It is

impossible to exaggerate the detrimental
effect, from an artistic as well as from a
health point of view, of the long-run system
upon the actor or actress. The writer has
heard of one case of madness resulting from
this vicious system. No actor, for example,
can play any of the great Shakespearean
roles eight times a week, for six months,
with nervous force, inspiration and spon-
taneity. In the height of his success
Garrick would not play his great roles

oftener than four times a week.
Another bad feature of the nineteenth

century stage was and alas ! still is, the
" star " evil— a natural outcome of the actor-
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manager system. A player once said that

an actor-manager " believes in God and the

centre of the stage." He undoubtedly is

the centre of the theatrical solar system

—

all the lesser luminaries have to keep at a

respectful distance. He must be the central

figure of every scene and have all the lime-

light. Playwrights must dramatise round

about him and be content to see their plays

the mere vehicle for his vanity. The
denizens of the West End and of genteel

Suburbia will have their Waller plays. Sir

George Alexander must disport himself in

some romantic Ruritania, and Fred Terry
for ever pose as the hero of some novel-

historic melodrama. Sir Charles Wyndham
must continue to pose as a middle-aged

sentimentalist ; the histrionic demi-god of

love-sick stage ladies, whose affection is apt

to outrun their discretion. The " stars " and
their worshippers demand unquestioning

obedience from their dramatists, and, need-

less to add, they get it.

One of the most regrettable features of

the 19th century was the gradual passing

and eventual extinction of the old stock

companies, Siddons, Garrick, Kean, Mac-
ready, Irving all served a long apprentice-

ship with the stock companies of our prin-

cipal provincial towns, before they attempted

to foot the London boards. ^ What an

' The theatres of these days were invariably owned
or leased by some old " pro "—or even by an actor

in his prime—as witness the names of Chute of Bath,

Coleman of Hull, Nye Chart of Brighton, and
Calvert of Manchester, all of whom might be termed
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experience, too, a young actor got in the old

stock company days ! Never was there a

harder or better training school. True, the

classic repertoire of those days was small,

and a large proportion of contemporary plays

were written upon more mechanical lines

than the better plays of the present time,

but the actor obtained an insight and drilling

into the hard work of acting which is utterly

impossible under the touring system. Under
this system the poor player has no home,
neither a local habitation nor a name. He
or she has to undertake long weary railway

journeys every Sunday, crowd into dingy
lodging-houses, and all for a wage which a

self-respecting bricklayer's labourer would
despise. What experience does he gain ?

—

absolutely none worth having ! He or she

is drilled by the stage-manager or producer
of the No. I, 2, or 3 company as the case

may be, to imitate, word for word, gesture

for gesture, joke for joke, business for

business, and even glance for glance, of

some actor or actress who played in the

original cast in London. Then he or she

travels the country on a starvation wage, to

do his or her little part for the next year
or eighteen months.

Irving, the third greatest actor of the 19th

century, made his earliest appearances in

connoisseurs in stagecraft. They were as much local

celebrities in their respective cities as the Mayors
or local M.P.'s. The local manager was indeed a
public character, full of pride in his theatre, and with

a due sense of responsibility. What a contrast to

the poor tool of the present day syndicates !
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London in 1859 and 1866. He had been
through the mill of stock companies in Edin-
burgh, Dublin, Glasgow, Liverpool, and
Manchester. From 1867 to 1869 he was
stage-manager at the Queen's Theatre, Long
Acre, and here in December 1867 he first

acted with Ellen Terry, playing Petruchio

to her Katharine in " The Taming of the

Shrew." In 1871 his connection with the

Lyceum under Bateman began, and in

November of this year he appeared for the

first time in his marvellous impersonation of

the conscience-stricken Burgomaster in

" The Bells." Ellen Terry once remarked
that Irving worked with more concentration

than all the other actors put together. The
various parts he played at the Lyceum
during his connection with it from 1871 to

1902 are too numerous to mention fully.

He appeared as Hamlet in 1874, the play

running 200 nights ; Macbeth, 1875, Othello,

1876, Richard III. in 1877, Louis XL, 1878,

Shylock, 1879, Othello and lago in 1881,

with Edwin Booth, each playing the parts

alternately ; Benedick in " Much Ado," 1882;

Malvolio in " Twelfth Night," 1884 ; the Vicar
of Wakefield in "Olivia," 1885; Mephisto-
pheles in "Faust," 1886; Macbeth, 1888;
Robert Landry in the "Dead Heart," 1889 ;

the Master of Ravenswood, 1890; Wolsey
in " Henry VIII," and Lear, 1892; Becket,

1893, and many other plays. His last

appearance at the Lyceum was as Shylock
in July 1902. He died at Bradford on the

13th October 1905, within an hour of having
spoken his last words on the stage, the
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dying Becket's prayer— " Into Thy hands,

O Lord—into Thy hands."

"Although a hundred famous parts he played,

Sometimes as king, sometimes as wretch arrayed.

Yet when he doffed the sock and buskin, then.

He played one part alone—a king of men !

' Good-night, sweet Prince !
' We love you for that

part

Of Man you played with brave and tireless heart ;

And though we mourn the transient curtain down.
Our tears dim not your new and changeless crown.'"

—Lines 07i the death of Irving by Edgar Dewey.

In spite of his mannerisms he was a great

actor ; at his worst in emotional parts and
at his best in intellectual ones. He had
a magnetic personality, which induced
audiences to regard him as a finer actor than
he really was. His great histrionic triumphs
were mainly shared with his leading lady,

Ellen Terry, who in many respects was a
greater actress than he was an actor. One
can never forget him in the roles of Shylock,
as Matthias in " The Bells," Benedick in
" Much Ado," and Louis XL, which imper-
sonations revealed an intellect of the keenest
and widest range.

The late Joseph Knight, the well-known
dramatic critic of the 19th century, who had
seen Irving in all his parts, said of his Louis
XI. that " the conclusion established by Mr
Irving's success in Louis XI. is the same to

which all recent experience has pointed

—

namely, that what is known as character-

acting has definitely established its su-

premacy in England upon the ruins of tragic
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art "
; in other words, he was a great

character-actor, but not a tragedian.
" All the Lyceum productions were con-

ducted on 'star' lines. Irving's and Ellen

Terry's parts must unquestionably dominate

the rest," says Mr Farquharson Sharp in his

" Short History of the English Stage," " and

to that end individuality was practically

suppressed among the rest of the company."
Once upon a time poor Will Terriss

humorously twitted Irving upon this weak-

ness, he being the only member of the

Lyceum company that dare cheek his em-
ployer. It happened at a rehearsal of the

duel scene in " The Corsican Brothers."

Terriss, who thought Irving was monopolis-

ing too much of the " centre " of the stage,

turned upon him in his usual breezy style

saying :
" Don't you think, governor, a few

rays from the moon might fall on me ?

Nature, at least, is impartial !

"

The Lyceum management was in direct

contrast to the true repertory spirit which

animated the conduct of the Bancrofts at

the old Prince of Wales Theatre in the early

seventies of last century. When in 1889

Irving persuaded Bancroft to accept the

part of the Abbd Latour, in the former's

production of" The Dead Heart," he signifi-

cantly remarks :
" It was a strange experience

to me to re-enter a theatre to serve instead

of to govern ; moreover, in one where the

policy was so entirely different from our

own. My wife and I had been content to

choose plays without regard to ourselves—
the policy at the Lyceum was upon another
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plane ; and so, perhaps, I could not be

expected to like or to be in sympathy
with it."»

The greatest virtue about Irving's life was
his passionate pride and devotion to the

theatre and its highest aims. He accepted

with gratitude everything that society, popu-

larity and learning freely offered him, but

never allowed this to diminish his struggle

for greater excellence, or, to use his own
words, " to yield to the indolence that is

often born of popularity." He made vast

sums out of his Lyceum productions, but

only to spend them freely in the perfection

of his art. He was a generous host, and
delighted in everything that elevated the

player's calling, and which lifted it out of

the seamy ruck of commercialism. He was
most persistent in his advocacy of the claims

of the Municipal Theatre, which he deemed
as much a necessity in any well-governed

town as a Free Library. His ideal was well

expressed when he wrote [The Art of Acting,

Edinburgh address, 9th November 1891]:
" In the consideration of the Art of Acting, it

must never be forgotten that its ultimate aim
is beauty, and to merely reproduce things

vile and squalid and mean is a debasement
of Art. There is apt to be such a tendency
in an age of peace, and men should carefully

watch its manifestations. A morose and
hopeless dissatisfaction is not part of a true

national life. This is hopeful and earnest,

and, if need be, militant. It is a bad sign

' The Bancrofts, page 360.
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for any nation to yearn for, or even to

tolerate, pessimism in its enjoyment—and
how can pessimism be other than antagon-
istic to beauty? Life, with all its pains and
sorrows, is a beautiful and a precious gift

;

and the actor's Art is to reproduce this

beautiful thing, giving due emphasis to those

royal virtues and those stormy passions which
sway the destinies of men. Thus the lesson

given by long experience—by the certain

punishment of ill-doing— and by the rewards
that follow on bravery, forbearance, and self-

sacrifice, are on the mimic stage conveyed
to men. And thus every actor who is more
than a mere machine, and who has an ideal

of any kind, has a duty which lies beyond
the scope of his personal ambition. His Art
must be something to hold in reverence if he
wishes others to hold it in esteem.

" There is nothing of chance about his

work. All, actors and audience alike, must
bear in mind that the whole scheme of the

higher drama is not to be regarded as a

game in life which can be played with
varying success. Its present intention may
be to interest and amuse, but its deeper
purpose is earnest, intense, sincere."

Mention must be made of the Bancrofts'

management from 1865 to 1879 of the old

Prince of Wales Theatre, for its bearing

upon certain stage improvements in the

production of comedy. It was at this theatre

in Tottenham Street, Tottenham Court Road,

now La Scala, that most of T. W. Robertson's

comedies were produced— " Caste," " Ours,"
" School," etc., in which Bancroft and his
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wife, Marie Wilton, Hare, Coghlan, Lydia
Foote, and George Honey were a few of the

distinguished players of the various casts.

" Take the case of the Bancrofts," said Sir

John Hare in a recent interview \Tribune
13th June 1907] "we all know what they did

to reform the stage. They banished the old

Adelphi style from the boards for ever, and
they gave us rooms that really looked like

rooms, with strong wooden doors and ceiling

all complete. Before their time we had blue

sky-cloths in drawing-room scenes, flats that

did not join, and lath and canvas doors that

shivered with every gust of wind that came
from the back of the stage. Indeed, it often

happened that we had no doors at all,"

Sir Edward Russell, editor of the Liver-

pool Daily Post, and the doyen of the

dramatic critics, tells the story of how he
was once sitting in the theatre next to the

author of " Caste," the play being Bouci-

cault's " Long Strike," when " one of the

characters left the stage, through an actual

door, which he slammed and closed by a real

handle, and the door fastening was distinctly

heard to click. Tom Robertson turned to

me exuberantly and exclaimed with glee

—

' Oh, that I should have lived to hear that

sound in a theatre !
'

" " But audiences," says

Russell, " had never missed it or longed for

it. Apparently they would have been con-

tent to go on for ever, seeing actors pretend
to fasten and lock doors in dumb show, or

getting them opened and shut in the scenery

by knocking on it, the office of opening or

shutting being performed by a super-
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numerary behind. The only trouble was
that the ' super ' was sometimes absent when
wanted. Then there might be ructions both
' before ' and ' behind.' " ^

The nineteenth century was rich in able

players, but it was not until the latter eighties

and early nineties that the more rational dram-
atic compositions began to need a new school

of actors and actresses. Perhaps the greatest

of Victorian players were Macready, Phelps,

Irving, Hare, Helen Faucit (Lady Martin),

Mrs Kendal, Toole, Marie Wilton (Lady
Bancroft), and Ellen Terry. Of the later

school, of which Forbes Robertson is the

most intellectual, we have Sir Herbert Tree,

Martin Harvey, Bourchier, the Vanbrughs,
Julia Neilson, H. B. Irving, Sir George
Alexander, Waller, and Marie Tempest, all

of whom follow the conventional traditions

of the Victorian stage, modified somewhat
by twentieth century methods and ideals.

Of the later Victorian dramatists Sir Arthur
Pinero, Henry Arthur Jones, Sydney Grundy,
Oscar Wilde, Haddon Chambers, Barrie and
Carton, while it must be admitted that their

work is a great improvement upon the poor
stuff of the mid-Victorian period, both in

construction and ideas, it is in the main
artificial, cramped, and lacking that grip

upon the actualities of life which distin-

guishes the best dramatic work of the present

century. 2 Doubtless the Censor has been in

' The Theatre And Things Said About It.

- The influence of Wilde's comedies, full of glaring

faults as they are, has, however, been considerable.
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some degree to blame, but not altogether.

The mention of this official brings the writer

to a consideration of musical comedy. It

followed the harmless burlesques in which
Fred Leslie and Nellie Farren amused in

their clever and artistic way the light-hearted,

but clean-minded audiences of the Gaiety in

the eighties, and which proved as great an
attraction as the bright, clean, tuneful, and
humorous light operas of the Gilbert-Sullivan

school. For idiocy and sensuality, musical

comedy (or "legs and tomfoolery," as Henry
Arthur Jones aptly describes it) would be
impossible to beat. So long as vice is re-

garded as a joke, indecent incidents treated

in a vein of pleasantry, and immorality
gilded over with hilarious mockery from our

Censor it apparently receives the stamp of

his approval. He gives his benediction to

the innuendo and immorality of the " Merry
Widow," and pronounces anathema upon
Shaw's " Mrs VVarren's Profession," with its

absolute truth and strong moral purpose.

Well may E.F.S. of the Westminster Gaz-
ette [Our Stage And Its Critics, p. 156]
write :

" He and his office (the Censor) are

the superb representatives of English cant,

hypocrisy, and prudery, and one advantage
that must follow from the abolition, if it

comes, will be the ousting of the comedy of
indecent suggestion by the drama of honest
candour."

Some capable critics even contend that he revolu-
tionised the art of dialogue in English plays as surely

as Ibsen revolutionised the art of dramatic con-
struction.
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The recent passing of Gilbert recalls the
delightful work of those two great men, who
for so many years contributed to the inno-

cent gaiety of nations. " No one," says a
recent writer in The Nation [3rd June 191 1]
" did so much to rescue his countrymen
from the unspeakable dulness of the mid-
Victorian time, the stolid commercialism
against which Ruskin vainly raved, the

Philistinism against whose impenetrable
hide the shafts of Matthew Arnold broke
innocuous. It should be inscribed upon
Gilbert's tomb that ' he taught the English
middle classes how to laugh in public' No
two men ever worked together more in

unison than Gilbert and Sullivan, and none
ever produced more delightful melodies or

wittier nonsense than this inimitable pair.

Who can resist such nonsense as Bunthorne's
' Heart Foam ' from ' Patience ?

'

' Oh ! to be wafted away
From this black Aceldama of Sorrow,
Where the dust of an earthy to-day
Is the earth of a dusty to-morrow ! '

"

" We resolved," said Gilbert once when
speaking of his partnership with Sullivan,
" that our plots, however ridiculous, should
be coherent, that our dialogues should be
void of offence, that on artistic principles

no man should play a woman's part, and
no woman a man's. Finally, we agreed that

no lady of the company should be required

to wear a dress that she could not wear with

absolute propriety at a private fancy dress
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ball, and I believe I may say we have
proved our case."

Signs are not wanting that musical
comedy is on the wane, and that our
musico-dramatic pieces of the time to come
will be cleaner, less idiotic, and more artistic.

The future outlook is bright and healthy—
not only for the stage, but also in many
matters that minister to the life and happi-
ness of mankind. There was great progress
during the last century, but much stagna-
tion and ignorance. With a greater social

consciousness comes a yearning for a truer,

nobler, and more rational mode of life.
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CINEMA THEATRE

A STRIKING and remarkable pheno-
menon of the present day is its

multiphcity and diversity of amuse-
ments. We find a perfect plethora of

theatres, music-halls, cinematographic shows
and concert halls. According to Sir Herbert
Tree [Deputation to Lloyd George, 12th
August 1909] the United Kingdom possesses

400 theatres ; that is, legitimate theatres,

exclusive of variety halls with a stage play
license. In Greater London there are 59
theatres proper, 61 variety theatres or

music - halls, and 630 concert and other
halls and dancing rooms. In the metropolis
many millions of pounds are spent annually
in stage productions and at least 25,000
persons are employed in connection with
the legitimate stage alone ; i.e. the regular

theatre. These figures were quoted by
Jerome K. Jerome, some few years ago
in a lecture he delivered to the members of
the O. P. Club. The chairman of the Licens-
ing Committee of the Middlesex County
Council called attention to the fact in 1906
that they had to consider applications for

455 music, music and dancing, and stage
play licenses; as against only 60 in 1886

—

i.e. 17 years previously. The hundreds of
music-halls of the United Kingdom are

controlled by about a dozen men, such as
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Moss, Stoll, Gibbons, Barrasford, Mac-
naghton and Bostock, who manage great

companies and syndicates. This vast com-
bination of capital has led to the formation

by the music-hall professionals of the Variety
Artists' Federation (popularly known as the

V. A. F.) practically on trade union lines,

and which is affiliated to the Trades Union
Congress, as well as to the International

Artists' Lodge, and kindred organizations

in America and Europe. This organization

is at the present moment in a very strong

position, both as regards membership and
finance. Although the control of the theatres

is not so centralized as the control of the

music-halls, it promises soon to become so.

In Scotland nearly all theatres are con-

trolled by one man and in England and
Wales a few men, of the speculating capitalist

type, like Robert Arthur, J. B. Mulholland,

and Milton Bode own or direct many
theatres in suburban London and the

provinces. Their interests are carefully

guarded by the Theatrical Managers'
Association, which has 103 members who
represent about 250 theatres. In London
proper the various actor-managers generally

own or lease and control their respective

theatres. There are also a few men, for

example George Edwardes and Charles

Frohman who are not themselves actors, but

who also own or control several theatres.

The actors and actresses have an association

founded in 1890 somewhat on the lines of

the V. A. F., and at present are striving to

obtain a minimum wage of £2 per week
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for speaking parts and at the rate of ^i per

week for rehearsals, in the case of artistes

with a maximum of ^5 a week. Another
object of the Actors' Association ^ is the
adoption of a standard contract.^

At present neither of these objects is

likely to be attained. According to Mr W. H.
Clemart, its chairman, the V. A. F. [Stage
Year Book 191 1: page 22] has "close on
£6,000 at its disposal."^ He says "the
Federation will be a power to be reckoned
with, for it is well-known that the Federation
does not hesitate to spend if the cause be
just." The legitimate professionals or
" legits," as they are abbreviately named by
their music - hall brethren, are as a class

disinclined to organize on trade union lines.

' The Tribune, 12th March 1907. When an
attempt was made to exclude actor-managers from
the Actors' Association which succeeded, a rival

organization on trade union lines was in March
1907 formed under the title of the Actor's Union,
Mr Cecil Raleigh, who presided said :

" To-day
they did not meet the individual man, but the
syndicate. Let them forget their art and deal with
themselves as labourers and workers who were bound
to combine for what was just in their employment . . .

the under-selling and low wages in the provinces
were the curse of the calling. The ' shows ' they
got in the country would disgrace a dog's kennel."
The Actor's Union dissolved after a career of
about three years.

-Stage Year Book 191 1, page 122.

3 On 31st December 191 1, the V. A. F. funds stood
at ^7,564. New members accepted in 191 1 totalled

566. The weekly newspaper The Per/or?ner is the
organ of the V. A. F.
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Although the actor-managers in 1910 re-

joined the Actors' Association there is still

a difference of opinion among its members
as to the wisdom of admitting them to its

ranks. The variety artistes, doubtless in

a large measure due to the greater popu-
larity of their class of entertainment, com-
mand better salaries and obtain more con-

siderate treatment from their employers
than do their fellow professionals of the

legitimate stage. The wretched remunera-
tion of the latter class of professionals is

well known. For instance— in melodramatic
companies (the most numerous) the highest

salaries are £2 los per week, and the lowest

;^i per week. The actor receiving £2 los

per week must provide his own stage clothes

and if he can gain employment for 30 weeks
out of the 52, he is considered fortunate.

In other words, a melodramatic " lead

"

exists upon £'j^ per annum or about 29s

per week.
In this connection we must bear in mind

that the " commercial " theatre has during the

last twenty years declined in public favour,

while on the other hand the music-hall or var-

iety theatre has reached a popularity greater

than possibly any form of entertainment has

ever attained. This popularity, however, is

somewhat threatened by the omnipresent

picture theatre, an institution of but five years'

growth. According to a recent issue of the

KinematograpJi and Latitern Weekly (June

191 1), there are now over four thousand of

these picture halls throughout the country,and
a recent calculation gives a daily average at-
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tendance at these four thousand halls of three

millions, yielding a daily*'taking" of ^25,000.'

Although these " picturedromes " may be

credited with attracting to some extent a

different audience than that of the music
hall, or legitimate theatre, consisting of

women and children, and a good percentage

of Nonconformists, to whom the average

music-hall or theatre is still anathema, there

can be little doubt that the latter institutions

are feeling the competition of this new form
of public entertainment. This, however, is

not altogether a matter for regret. From a

moral and educative standpoint the bioscope

is to be welcomed— it provides at a trifling

cost an entertainment for all classes which at

least has the merit of being clean, instructive

an.d amusing— a suggestive contrast to the

trash, drivel and filth which too many variety

theatres offer for public delectation. The
picture theatre appears likely to become a

permanent institution, and continues to grow
with great rapidity. Among other uses it

serves as a sort of living news-sheet, enabling

the poorest of folks to keep in touch with

' Spread of Cinematograph Theatres. — At the

meeting of the Amalgamated Cinematograph
Theatres Co., Mr F. G. Rice, who presided, said

that when the Company was formed there were 165
cinematograph theatres in the L.C.C. area. Now
there were 305, and probably 1 50 more were to be
found in London across the border. When Mr Pyke
(their managing director) opened his first cinemato-
graph show the total capital invested in cinemato-
graph theatres was ^65,000 ; now it amounted to at

least ;£2,Soo,ooo. — Manchester Guardian^ i6th Dec.
1911.
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current events the wide world o'er in a vivid,

picturesque way. The " acted " films are

often enough superb in conception, and both
from an artistic and histrionic point of view
a reminder in the literal sense of the old

proverb that " actions speak louder than

words." The cinematographic actors and
actresses could give their brothers and sisters

of the ordinary stage a few wrinkles as to the

value of gesture and facial play. There is

little doubt that in a short time the cinemato-
graph will be in regular use in our public

schools. Its educational value for school

purposes is about to be tested by the London
County Council, particularly with relation to

its latest phase of development, viz.^ micro-

kinematography. Even the Russian Govern-
ment is reported to be spending over 8,ooo

roubles on films and apparatus for use in the

elementary schools ; and now that M. Leon
Gaumont has invented the " chronophone

"

—the speaking cinematograph adds the

finishing touch.

With regard to the cinema-theatre one
cannot but regret the unnecessarily numerous
" Wild West " films of the ever-flashing
" shooting-iron " variety. A little change in

the direction of more peace loving and less

sanguinary subjects would be welcomed by
the parents of impressionable lads. The
writer has never yet met with a suggestive

or indecent film, but if such are really openly
shown, the public interest can be protected

by a little judicious police supervision and
timely warning in due season by the licensing

justices. On the whole, however, beyond
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prohibiting the attendance of children after

9 p.m. at picture halls on the obvious score

of health, little can be said against this most
welcome addition to the rational recreation

and pleasant instruction of mankind.
But to revert to a consideration of the

popularity of the music-hall. The cause of

this ascendency is not far to seek. The dull,

hard, dreary round of uninteresting toil which
is alas ! the lot of the greater proportion of

amusement-seeking workers, unfits them both

physically and mentally for even that

modicum of thought and attention required

to follow the average theatrical production.

Again, the greater freedom and unconven-
tionality of the music-hall atmosphere—the

liberty to smoke, for instance, and in some
cases to drink ; the very low prices of admis-

sion, the convenience of the two-house-a-

night system, the first performance suiting

the early morning workers, and the later

" show " meeting the wants of tradesmen,

shop assistants, professional classes and late

workers— all tends to the success of the

music-hall.

Probably the only recommendation of the

Select Committee on the Dramatic Censor-

ship and Licensing ^ worthy of acceptance is

that embodied in the report to the effect

' that the present legal differentiation be-

tween the theatre and the music-hall should

be abolished, and each be allowed to present

whatever form of entertainment it desires."

A single license would place all theatres

' Report, nth November 1909.
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and music-halls on an equal footing, and the

vexatious " sketch " prosecutions undertaken
by the theatrical managers against the

music-hall proprietors would cease. This
arrangement would permit Sir Edward Moss
to give Mr Forbes Robertson a "show"
at his numerous " Hippos," " Palaces," and
Empires," in a tabloid version of " The
Passing of the Third Floor Back," and
conversely enable Sir Herbert Tree to " star

"

at His Majesty's that famous "bill-topper,"

Mr George Robey, in his inimitable im-

personations of bibulous bounders !

Since the publication of the Censorship
Committee's report over two years ago,

nothing has been done by the legislature,

but the Lord Chamberlain has recently

[January 191 2] decided to grant stage-play

licenses to London music-halls within the

area of his jurisdiction upon the manage-
ments undertaking " that no performance
shall contain fewer than six distinct numbers
{i.e., items), such numbers to appear on the

programme, and the act-drop to be lowered

between each item." The managers of

theatres now licensed by the Lord Chamber-
lain will, should they wish, be placed in a

position similar to music-hall managers
holding double licenses. For some years

past provincial licensing authorities have
granted the "double-license" to many
theatres, and last year [24th Nov. 191 1] the

London County Council decided to follow

suit and grant similar licenses to eight music

halls and one theatre situated in that larger

portion of London under its control. Hence
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the Lord Chamberlain's tardy conversion

to the principle of free trade in entertain-

ments for which we owe him no thanks.

Grudgingly given, when the force of circum-

stances had proved too strong for even his

autocratic and much abused power, this

privilege is qualified by a ridiculous restric-

tion which is really no restriction at all.

The "six item" condition means that Mr
Oswald Stoll of the London Coliseum has
only to engage five " turns " to sing one
song a piece, drop the curtain between each,

and then " ring up" for the Censor's master-

piece, " Dear Old Charlie," or the " Merry
Humours " of Labiche. There is, however,
not much chance of any radical alteration

in the character of music-hall entertain-

ments. With this change of policy on the
part of the Lord Chamberlain goes the risk

of irritating prosecutions for technical in-

fringements of the hitherto dramatic mono-
poly of theatres, and with it the nuisance
and offence of the "common informer"—
merely this and nothing more. It is

possible, however, that certain music-hall

managers may decide upon a limited scale

to cater for a more intelligent class of the
public by the production of one or two-act
plays written by capable dramatists, such
as those produced at the London Palace
Theatre, and occasionally in the better
provincial variety houses, but beyond this

the distinctive character of each class of
entertainment is likely to remain as at

present. The steady-going regular variety

theatre audience want amusement without
F 8i
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intellectuality. In the matter of " sketches
"

the demand is for exciting melodrama, crude
farce or flaccid innuendo comedy. An
interesting article in a recent issue of

the Manchester Guardian ^ by a writer of

many years' experience of music-hall work,
and who has no belief in the future of the
•' sketch " in the halls, states that recent

experiments by music-hall managers of

engagements of prominent theatrical " stars
"

in one-act plays, or in specially condensed
dramas, has proved costly and unprofitable.

The real source of prosperity in the " halls
"

lies with the suggestive " comedienne " ^ and
her " red -nosed " brother. Where these two
types are chiefly employed, large dividends

result for the music-hall shareholders. Mr
Bransby Williams, probably the ablest and
most finished artist of the " halls," whose
Dickens' impersonations, as indeed the whole
of his clever characterisations, are a source

' 24th January 1912.

^'Mr W. H. Clemart, President of the V.A.F.,
strongly condemns in The Stage Year Book, 191 2,

p. 39, "the exploitation of 'the female form divine'

. . . managers have allowed their commercial
instincts to over-ride their sense of propriety, and
have vied with each other in finding in succession
women who were willing to present themselves in

public in a greater state of nakedness than their

predecessors" . . . He further says that there is

a "large section of the British public willing to go
to the halls which now does not, just so soon as it is

possible to take wife, daughter, or sweetheart with-

out the slightest danger of her being subjected in

however small a degree to vulgarity, innuendo, or
indelicacy."
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of delight to that intelligent minority which
occasionally frequents the "halls"— fails to

arouse any marked degree of enthusiasm on
the part of the bulk of his audience. On the

other hand, when any one of the numerous
well-known typical bibulous eccentrics

(whose dress, gesture, and action are the

quintessence of imbecility) shows his con-

torted features but half-a-yard beyond the

proscenium, the " house " rises with such a

roar of welcome, that no shadow of a doubt
remains in the minds of the " judicious " as

to the forlorn nature of the hope of any
immediate improvement in the great mass
of variety theatre entertainments.
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EFFECT UPON THE STAGE

GB. SHAW was once asked by the

. London Playgoers' Club how the

Censorship could be abolished. He
replied, to the great horror of that loyal

body— " You must begin by abolishing the

Monarchy."
There can be little doubt that but for its

intimate connection with the King's house-

hold the Censorship over theatrical pro-

ductions exercised by the Lord Chamberlain
would long since have disappeared.

Its institution by Henry VIII. was not
with the object of serving the interests of

public morality, but to prevent the stage

becoming a means of spreading political and
religious views obnoxious to constituted

authority. Hence Henry appointed an officer

of his own household to perform this work
of supervision, and thus came about that

connection between the King's retinue and
the licensing of stage plays, which renders

the task of the Censor abolitionists ex-

tremely delicate and difficult. Fear of seem-
ing in any degree to trench upon the

privileges, however effete, of the Court, is

clearly shown by the sycophantic recom-
mendation made in the report of the Censor-
ship Committee to the effect that the Lord
Chamberlain shall still retain his privilege

of licensing plays voluntarily submitted to
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him, and that authors and managers of plays
h'censed by him shall enjoy certain im-
munities denied in the case of unlicensed
plays.

The Censorship trouble only dates back to

the last decade of the 19th century. The
"bodiless creations" of mid and latter

Victorian dramatists disturbed not the even
tenor of the Censor's office, but with the

advent of the new school of dramatists, a
product of the times, friction began. The
evils of the Censorship, as Shaw points out,^

are not really the fault of the individual

Censor so much as inherent in the nature of
the office. If we insist upon the necessity

of some official control over the production
of plays, we in effect seek trouble. What on
earth is the good of a Censor if he is not at

some time or other to exercise his powers ?

The danger of the office is as great as the

difficulty of suitably filling it. Mr Redford's
immediate predecessor, Mr E. F. Smyth
Piggott, was considered qualified for the
post by the fact that he had been educated
at Eton and Oxford, and " was a friend of
M. Regnier, the Due d'Aumale, and M. Van
de Weyer." The salary attaching to the

post of " King's Reader of Plays," according
to evidence of the Comptroller of the Lord
Chamberlain's department before the Censor-
ship Committee, is ;^300 a year, paid by the

Civil List ; but " fees " constitute his chief

source of income, which are as follows :

—

' Preface to Brieux's Three Plays.
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For reading a play of two acts

or less, . . . . ;^i I o
And for one of more than two

acts 220
In 1908 Mr Redford's income from salary

and fees amounted to the comfortable sum
of^i,3i8.
Mr G. A. Redford, who has just resigned

after seventeen years' enjoyment of the
" sweets of office," was a personal friend of

the late Mr E. F. S. Piggott. When Mr
Piggott was not quite up to the mark, or had
to go off on a holiday jaunt, he was in the

habit of asking Mr Redford to " deputise
"

for him. At that time Mr Redford was
manager of the Great Portland Street Branch
of the London and South Western Bank,
and " dabbled a little " in literary pursuits,

and was the author of" several plays," which
" have not been performed," he told the

Censorship Committee. In short he made
himself generally useful to Mr Piggott, and
all con aniore. When Mr Piggott died, Mr
Redford was selected from a long list of
applicants (of which, by the way, the new
joint-examiner, Mr E. A. Bendall,": dramatic
critic of The Observer, was one) to succeed
him. Whether the Lord Chamberlain of
that day was cognisant of the happy relations

which subsisted between Mr Piggott and his

banker friend we do not know ; doubtless he
thought Mr Redford just the man for the job

with that " special knowledge," which impels

' Appointed loth February 191 2.
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Cabinet Ministers even now to go outside

the ranks of those Civil Service officials, who
have gained their posts by competitive

examination, in order that the country may
not lose the priceless services of unexamined
geniuses.

The appointment of Mr Charles Brookfield

to be joint-examiner of plays with Mr G.

A. Redford in November last (191 1) is the

reductio ad absurdum of the Censorship—and
doubtless precipitated the resignation of Mr
Redford. The disgust provoked by the

appointment of the author of " Dear Old
Charlie," in Parliament, literary and dramatic
circles, and among those who desire our
stage to be something more than a vehicle

for the production of foolish, frivolous and
pornographic plays, was beyond utterance.

During the debate in the House of Com-
mons [ist December 191 1] which followed

this extraordinary appointment, Mr M'Kenna
informed the House that the Lord Chamber-
lain was alone responsible for it, and that

the appointment could not be rescinded.

Since Mr Brookfield entered upon his duties

at the commencement of the present year,

the blue pencil has been busy. Mr Zangwill's

play, " The Next Religion," was censored
;

as was also a harmless piece of political

idealism in one act entitled, " The Corona-
tion "

; and, lastly, Mr Eden Phillpotts' play,
" The Secret Woman," fell under the ban of

our refined Censor.

Hardly any one is prepared to defend the

Censorship, and most thinking people regard

it as an insuperable barrier to all healthy
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and intellectual dramatic advance. Who
can contemplate with equanimity the fact

that some of the finest work of Ibsen, Suder-
mann, Hauptmann, Tolstoy, Maeterlinck,

Gabriele d'Annunzio, Shaw, Barker, and
Zangwill has at some time or other fallen

under the ban of a Piggott, a Redford, or a

Brookfield ? And when we are told this is

done in the interests of public morality, in

consideration of one's political susceptibili-

ties, or out of regard for sensitive folks'

religious consciences, we are inclined to shout
—To the devil with such hypocrisy ! We
ask for " Monna Vanna " and they give us
" Dear Old Charlie " ! for Shaw's " Mrs
Warren's Profession," and Mr Redford in-

vites us to " The Merry Widow "
; and when

we express the wish to see Barker's " Waste,"
we are told to feast on " The Spring Chicken,"

In his preface to " Three Plays by Brieux,"

George Bernard Shaw writes :

—

" In France he (Brieux) was attacked by
the Censorship just as in England ; but in

France the Censorship broke itself against

him and perished. ... In France the Cen-
sorship was exercised by the Minister of
Fine Arts (a portfolio that does not exist in

our Cabinet), and was in the hands of two or

three examiners of plays, who necessarily

behaved exactly like our Mr Redford. . . .

These gentlemen . . . prohibited the per-

formance of Brieux's best and most useful

plays just as Mr Redford did here, But as

the French Parliament, having nobody to

consider but themselves, and in the interests

of the nation, presently refused to vote the
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salaries of the Censors, the institution died a
natural death. We have no such remedy
here. Our Censor's salary is part of the
King's Civil List, and is therefore sacred. . . .

Nevertheless, Brieux has left his mark even
on the English Censorship. This year (1909)
the prohibition of his plays was one of the
strongest items in the long list of grievances
by which the English playwrights compelled
the Government to appoint a Select Com-
mittee of both Houses of Parliament to

inquire into the working of the Censorship."

The terms of reference to the Joint Select

Committee of the Lords and Commons
appointed July 1909, were :

—

" To inquire into the Censorship of Stage
Plays as constituted by the Theatres Act
1843, 3-i^d into the operations of the Acts
of Parliament relating to the licensing and
regulation of theatres and places of public

entertainment, and to report any alterations

of the law or practice which may appear
desirable." The Committee had twelve
sittings, examined forty-nine witnesses, and
published its most unsatisfactory report ^

on nth November of the same year.

This report admits the charge brought
against the Censor of systematically sup-
pressing plays dealing seriously with social

problems, whilst passing without challenge
the usual " commercial " theatrical rubbish
of a suggestive nature. It advises that the

submission of plays to the Censor shall in

' Except for the recommendation of the single
license referred to in the last chapter.
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future be optional, but with characteristic

sycophancy recommends that the Lord
Chamberlain should remain the Licenser of

Plays, and that plays licensed by him shall

enjoy certain advantages and immunities

denied in the case of unlicensed plays.

When we consider that this report has not

one word to say in defence of the Censor,

but on the contrary explicitly states that his

license affords the public no security that

the plays he approves are decent, and, more-

over, states that authors of serious plays do
need protection against his unenlightened

despotism, we can only marvel at the in-

eptitude and timidity of its recommenda-
tions.

The list of offences for which the Lord
Chamberlain in the opinion of the Com-
mittee should refuse a license are stated to

be : Indecency ; offensive personalities ; the

representation in an invidious manner of a

living person or a person recently dead
;

violation of the sentiments of religious

reverence ; the presence of anything likely

to conduce to crime or vice, or to cause a

breach with a friendly Power, or a breach of

the peace. Well might the dramatic authors

protest against this recommendation as

being drawn up in such loose general terms
" that there is hardly a play in existence or

possible to be written which could not be
found guilty under it. We ask why we
alone, among British subjects, are to be
allowed to exercise our profession only on
the impossible condition that we hurt no-

body's feelings. We again demand as
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complete freedom of conscience and speech
as our fellow-subjects enjoy." ' Suppose,
however, an author chooses to refuse to

submit his work to the Censor— what then ?

He has to persuade some theatre proprietor

or manager to risk the production of his

unlicensed play. Should the piece, at the

instance of the Director of Public Prosecu-

tions, be proved to trangress any of the

before-mentioned conditions, the manager,
as well as the author, would both be liable

to penalties. Endorsement of the theatre

license would follow conviction, three such
endorsements within five years constituting

ground for the forfeiture of the license.

Further productions of the play would be
forbidden for ten years.

It is true that the proportion of censored

to licensed plays is infinitesimally small, but

as Mr Archer said before the Committee,
" the Censor keeps serious drama down to

the level of his own intelligence, and
probably lower, and does not even pretend

to keep the lighter drama up to the level

of his own morality." Thus the modern
school of serious playwrights who desire to

depict life as it is, and not to gloss over its

iniquities with a joke, find they are com-
pelled to pursue their calling with one eye
on the Censor.

Personally the writer's view is that the

licensing of plays should be abolished alto-

gether. The public is already protected

' Letter of Protest signed by twelve of our leading

dramatists.—London Press, 29th November 1909.
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against managerial misconduct by the yearly

licensing of theatres, and more than that

is not required. Most reflective people

prefer in the interest of morality the

strength of truth in all its beauty, and
may be, in all its hideousness, to that veiled

and corrupting innuendo which is often the

characteristic of plays that have received the

imprimatur of the Censor. Surely we all de-

sire the strength that comes from knowledge,
rather than that dangerous innocence which
is born of ignorance.
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LET anyone take up a copy of those

familiar buff-covered pamphlets issued

by the theatrical house of Samuel
French of plays written during the period

1820 to 1885 and he will find it full of
passages marked " aside." Many of the

sentences indicated in this way are short

speeches to be spoken to the audience by
one or more characters in the presence of

another character who is supposed not to

hear them. Again, on a slightly closer

inspection of the play he will note that a
character will come on the stage, and
in a soliloquy addressed to the audience,

explain in detail why he is there and what
he intends to do— or it may be that two
or more characters will explain things to

each other which have no immicdiate con-
nection with the " act " or indeed the play,

but are intended to explain motives and
to give us a peep into the past or a dis-

closure of the speaker's intentions as to the

future. This " business " is termed " nar-

rative chorus," or explanatory soliloquy.

A little reflection will soon convince us as

to the unnaturalness of this method of
dramatic construction, but the writers of the
Victorian period knew no other means of
getting in touch with their audiences.

An author whose main reliance is upon
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the aid of soliloquies and asides in order
to convey his meaning to an audience, is

but a manipulator of dramatic puppets.
There is neither life nor soul in his creations,
" The glorious problem," writes William
Archer ^ " of the modern playwright is to

make his characters reveal the inmost work-
ings of their souls without saying or doing
anything that they would not say or do
in the real world."

Now the realities of the world scarcely

ever troubled the minds of our mid-Victorian
dramatists, whose aim was primarily to be
"theatrical," and rarely, save by accident,

were they at all natural. They studied stage

exigencies rather than attempted delinea-

tions of real life. A playwright of Mr Brook-
field's " Golden Age " would have deemed
it inconceivable to dispense with asides.
*' How else is it possible," he would say,
" for an audience to understand my hero's

emotion or subsequent conduct, if, on being
introduced to the heroine, he failed to stagger

back, tug at his ' dear heartstrings,' and
exclaim in no uncertain voice, ' O ! joy, 'tis

she who thrilled my soul at Lady Blank's

garden party !'
"— all this unheard and un-

perceived by the lady herself and the other

characters on the stage.

So prevalent was this practice in mid-
nineteenth century dramatic craftsmanship

that there was scarcely a comedy or farce

which did not abound with stentorian asides.

A man, for instance, would even utter a

' Play-making—A Manual of Craftsmanship, p. 307.
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lengthy aside over the shoulder of another
character whom he was embracing, and
during a conversation between two char-

acters each would first comment aside on
the utterance of the other before replying.

It is interesting to compare the later plays

of Pinero with his early work— and even
with the plays of his " middle period." In

youth he made his characters soliloquize,

like Hamlet, and years afterwards he would
" send hosts to write letters in corners ' up-

stage ' in the middle of a dinner-party, in

order that guests may deliver biographies of

them down at the footlights." ^ Thus we
see how artificial is the dramatic work of

these Victorian playwrights. A little ob-

servation would at least have taught them
that men and women do not utter their

thoughts aloud in the presence of others

in such wholesale fashion. A man or woman
may occasionally speak aloud to no one in

particular, a few sentences from force of
habit, or under the stress of strong emotion
or excitement, or shall we say "think
audibly " to themselves, but if they were to

soliloquize as frequently and so openly as

the characters did in Victorian plays, we
should be inclined to suspect mental de-
rangement. If some of us could write

soliloquies or narrative chorus as well as

Shakespeare we might continue the practice,

however unnatural ; but since Ibsen banished
both asides and soliloquies, we have learned
to do without them.

'Dramatic Values, by C. E. Montague, p. 130.
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Before we dismiss this subject the opinion

of Professor Saintsbury^ is worthy our atten-

tion. He claims that Shakespeare's thorough-

ness in the deHneation of character led him
to a frequent use of the soliloquy. " This,"

says the Professor, " has been found fault

with as unnatural—but only by those who
do not know nature. The fact is that the

soliloquy is so universal that it escapes

observers who are not acute and active.

Everybody, except persons of quite ab-

normal hebetude, * talks to himself as he

walks by himself, and thus to himself says

he.' According to temperament and in-

tellect he is more or less frank with himself:

but his very attempts to deceive himself

are more indicative of character than his

bare actions." He warns us however that
" the soliloquy, like all weapons or instru-

ments which unite sharpness and weight,

is an exceedingly difficult and dangerous
one to wield. It may very easily be over-

done in the novel . . . even more than in

the drama itself. It is very difficult to do
well." Soliloquies are not to represent the

views of the author but to assist in building

up the character portrayed. Shakespeare's
" soliloquies, or set speeches of a soliloquial

character, are never in the mature plays, over-

done : they are never futile or unnatural

:

and above all, they are so variously adapted

to the idiosyncrasies of the speakers that,

while many people have tried to distil

' Cambridge History of English Literature vol. 5,

chapter 8, pp. 211 and 212.
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an essence of Shakespeare out of them,
nobody has succeeded."

Of the unnaturalness of our drama of
the latter half of the nineteenth century an
eloquent Italian journalist, Mario Borsa,

who spent many years in this country,'^

testifies that in his desire as an absolute

stranger to learn something of a people
whom he describes as " the least expressive

and the least communicative in the world,"

he bethought himself likely to gain some
insight into our characteristics by visiting

the London theatres where, he says, " instead

of seeing reproduced upon the stage—as

I had flattered myself that I should do

—

the characters, the specific types, the

passions and manners of the country, I saw
only there old scenic tricks which were long
familiar to me— sensational intrigues, im-
possible situations, men and women who
could have been neither English nor French,
nor Italian. It all appeared to me mannered,
false, sentimental, melodramatic, without
any accent of truth, without any touch of

original colour, without a single real sensa-

tion !

"

The present day advanced dramatists

deal with real problems, both social and
economic ; whereas the Victorian play-

wrights were content with eternally ringing

the changes upon the theme of wife, husband
and the other fellow ; the usual gamut of

sex dramas ; or the copybook sentiment of

the " teacup and saucer " school. Contrast

' The English Stage of To-day, page 53.
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all this with, say Shaw's "Widowers' Houses,"
with its pregnant lesson as to the inevita-

bility of slumdom under existing conditions,

or with Galsworthy's " Strife," which depicts

the revolt of labour against capital and the

prejudices of capital against labour. Or
"Justice," another play of Galsworthy's,

which exposes the stupidities of our criminal

and prison systems and which, we are told,

powerfully influenced the late Home Secre-

tary, Right Hon. VV. S. Churchill, in his

recent prison reforms—or take the same
dramatist's " Silver Box," which affords a

searching illustration of the old adage of
" one law for the rich and another for the

poor." Again we have J. B. Pagan's amus-
ing comedy " The Earth," or Arnold
Bennett's "What the Public Wants," both
dealing in a trenchant fashion with the

methods of yellow journalism in pandering
to the ignorance and inflaming the passions

of the pappy-minded masses.

In Granville Barker's "Voysey Inherit-

ance" we have a vivid illustration of
fraudulent trusteeship ; and in Shaw's " John
Bull's Other Island" we have what Sir

Edward Russell describes,^ " a Celtic

tour de force, a miraculous achievement of
what may be called wayward national in-

sight ; an intellectual tragedy which pur-

ports to reveal a people's characteristics

in riddling them ; and to suggest the in-

curability of grievances by exhibiting . . .

the inexhaustible perversities of the ag-

' The Theatre And Things Said About It, p. 27.
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grieved. Such plays," Russell adds, " have
a good effect in suggesting that dramatic
possibilities in real life do not all He in the

region either of lubricity or of sexual

casuistry."

It must not be thought that all the work
of our new school of dramatic writers is

gloomy—much is bright and witty. Who
has not laughed heartily at the little rent

collector in " Widowers' Houses," the

cockney wastrel in " Captain Brassbound's
Conversion," the chauffeur 'Enery Straker in

" Man and Superman," or the lovable old

waiter in " You Never Can Tell ?
"

A common weakness of the Victorian

drama was its arrant snobbery, so palpably
manifested by the love of the playwright
for crowding his dramatis personam with
titled drones and the idle rich. Much of

Pinero's work, for instance, is marred by a

fulsome use of titled rakes or aristocratic

and plutocratic sentimentalists. One would
imagine that life outside a Mayfair drawing-
room or a Park Lane boudoir was unworthy
the attention of a distinguished dramatist.

It has been said our great "stars" love to

"tread the boards" as Lord This or Lady
That, or at least as the Hon. Algernon
Somebody, Should this be true we cordially

sympathise with the dramatist and frankly

pity the players.

Toadyism to rank and society is not
fortunately characteristic of our newer
dramatic school. Miss Elizabeth Baker
deals in a very interesting way with quite
" common " folks in her powerful and realis-
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tic play, " Chains," and many recent dramatic

works of a similar character could be men-
tioned. Life, as it affects the millions which
comprise the middle and working-classes,

presents as rich and varied problems ripe

for the dramatist's skill as any to be found
within the restricted sphere of titledom and
wealth.

Although Sir Arthur Pinero and Mr Henry
Arthur Jones are far more experienced dra-

matic craftsmen and superior in all matters

of stage technique to Shaw, Galsworthy or

Barker— the latter treat of pregnant themes
while the former cannot or will not rise above
the trivialities of life.

Finally, when we consider the difficulties

with which men like Shaw, Galsworthy,
Barker and Zangwill have had to contend
under the blighting influence of an ignorant

Censorship, we marvel that so much excellent

dramatic work has been seen upon our stage.

Nevertheless, the check which the Censor's

office has applied to the natural development
of serious drama is enormous.
Mr Brookfield's appointment has appar-

ently extinguished the last faint hope enter-

tained by our best playwrights of the abolition

of this relic of Tudorism. They cann'ot but

realise the immense impetus which this ap-

pointment gives to the manufacturers and
vendors of dramatic lubricity and theatrical

frivolity.

The outlook is certainly gloomy, but may
we not liken it to that intense darkness which
immediately precedes the dawn ?
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MARIO BORSA—whose book on " The
English Stage of To-Day " reveals

an intimacy with his subject and an
insight into our national characteristics which
is, in a foreigner, little short of marvellous

owing to its striking veracity—divides us as

a nation into two parts.

On the one hand there is the " great British

public, created by modern civil conditions,

with ideas, tastes, and sentiments which are

the product of their environment"; and, on
the other hand, " there is also a minor
public— select, studious, cultured and refined

—a kind of intellectual aristocracy in the

truest and best sense of the word." This
" minor public," he informs us, is to be found
among all sorts and conditions of men and
women—sometimes in May fair, occasionally

in the City and often in cosmopolitan Soho.
This limited public of aristocrats, artists,

poets, novelists, City men (with an occasional

soul above commerce), exiles, journalists,

actors, actresses, editors, dramatists, etc., are

some of the " minor public," who were the

pioneers of whatever is great and vital in

British drama of the past twenty years.

We may trace what is known as the reper-

tory theatre movement to the foundation

in 1891 of " The Independent Theatre," by
Mr J. T. Grein, the dramatic author and
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theatrical critic ; and a small knot of enthusi-

asts recruited from the " minor public

"

already mentioned. Among the first mem-
bers of this corporate body— the Indepen-
dent Theatre— were Cecil Raleigh, George
Moore, George Meredith, Thomas Hardy,
A. W. Pinero, H. A. Jones, and Mrs J. R.

Green. The roll of its members never ex-

ceeded 175, and its income barely averaged

;^400 per annum during the seven years

of its existence. Its first production was
Ibsen's " Ghosts," which, according to Grein,
" elicited no less than 500 Press articles,

mostly vituperating Ibsen." The plays were
produced at either the Opera Comique or

Royalty Theatres, and included Shaw's first

play, " Widowers' Houses," and George
Moore's, " The Strike at Arlingford." Dur-
ing the seven years of its existence, the

Independent Theatre produced twenty-six

new plays.

In 1899, two years after it ceased to be, a

few enthusiastic lovers of the stage organised

the " Stage Society," having for its object

the production of comedies and dramas of a

serious and artistic character, which neither

the actor-managers nor any of the "com-
mercial " theatre managers would consider

suitable for presentation from their respective

points of view. The purposes of " The Incor-

porated Stage Society " are to encourage and
promote dramatic art ; to serve as an experi-

mental theatre, and to form an organisation

such as may eventually profit by every

opportunity for the creation in London of

a permanent Repertoire Theatre, of which
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the Society would undertake the direction

and control. The list of plays produced are

too numerous to mention, but the Society,

during the twelve years of its existence, has

been the means of introducing first to the
" minor public," and afterwards, in some
instances, to the general public of the
" commercial " and " star "-governed theatres,

that treasure of dramatic ability represented

by the names of Maeterlinck, Hauptmann,
Ibsen, Thomas Hardy, Robert Louis Steven-

son, Shaw, Tarpey, Gilbert Murray, H.
Granville Barker, Somerset Maughan, St.

John Hankin, Gorky, Brieux, W. B. Yeats,

Tolstoi, E. F. Benson, Sudermann, George
Moore, and many others.

The plays were performed on Sundays,
generally in a theatre placed at the disposal

of the Society by some member or sympa-
thiser in the managerial ranks, and were
of course only attended by the Stage Society

members, and their friends. The actors

and actresses were generally professional

players who rendered their services gratuit-

ously. To these small beginnings we owe
what is now known as the repertory theatre

movement.
The new British School of dramatists,

which had since 1890 been slowly making
its influence felt, needed for its correct in-

terpretation a new order of players.

Probably the greatest glory of the Stage
Society was the discovery within its ranks
of a young man of commanding ability in

the person of Granville Barker, and to him,

more than to anyone, we owe this new class
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of players.^ Born in London in 1877, he
studied at a private school in South Ken-
sington, and was taught elocution by his

mother. He played with Charles Hawtrey
and Ben Greet and in 1899 appeared as

Richard l\. in a performance given by the

Elizabethan Stage Society, and in the same
year joined the Stage Society. He it was that

proposed to Mr J. E. Vedrenne, an enter-

prising manager, a project for running a

stock company in some small theatre.

Owing to lack of capital this fell through,

but in 1904 Mr J. H. Leigh, proprietor of

the Court Theatre, proposed to Barker to

undertake the production of the "Two
Gentlemen of Verona " at that house. He
consented, on condition that Leigh allowed

him to announce also a few matinees of
" Candida." This was agreed to and thus

the first step was taken upon the professional

stage proper which was destined to strike

a severe blow at some of the evils connected
with the " commercial " theatre, such as

the " star " system and the long run. In

1905 the theatre passed under the sole

management of Barker and Vedrenne which,

says Farquharson Sharp in his " Short
History of The English Stage" p. 226,
" was a notable effort, in respect of being

undertaken primarily with an artistic aim.

It ' discovered ' a great amount of new

' The writer does not overlook the pioneer work
of Miss Janet Achurch and Mr Herbert Waring ; both
these splendid players, however, belong more to

the 19th than to the 20th century.
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talent in the way of acting, and not a little

in the way of play-writing ; its stage-

management was masterly ; it steadily set

its face against long runs, and so acquired
a repertory ; and the result was a gratifying

response on the part of the intelligent public

and a considerable measure of financial

success, so much so that in 1907 the man-
agement felt justified in removing the sphere
of their operations from the Court to the

roomier Savoy Theatre," where after a few
months Messrs Barker and Vedrenne
parted company and thus brought to an
end a theatrical management which has
proved of immense value to the cause of
intellectual drama. Among the new plays

produced by Vedrenne and Barker were :

—

Murray's " Hippolytus," Barker's " Prunella,"

Shaw's " How He Lied To Her Husband,"
Murray's " Trojan Women," Hankin's
" Return of the Prodigal " and " The Charity
that began at Home," Shaw's " Major
Barbara," " The Doctor's Dilemma," " You
Never Can Tell," " Caesar and Cleopatra,"

Galsworthy's " Silver Box," and Barker's
" Voysey Inheritance."

It was in accordance with the fitness of

things that the first genuine repertory theatre

should originate in Cottonopolis : in huge,
dirty, ugly, foggy and rainy Manchester,
a city of great contrasts, of vast wealth and
abject poverty. This metropolis of the

North with its local pride and catholic

tolerance — its famous University and
magnificent schools—and moreover with the

high level of intelligence, which character-
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izes its citizens, presented the conditions

that seemed favourable to the experiment.

Manchester, too, had always been noted
for its dramatic enthusiasm. Perhaps in

no other city are there to be found keener

or more critical playgoers— nor so many
excellent dramatic societies and clubs de-

voted to the study and advancement of

dramatic and histrionic art.

The Stockport Garrick Society (founded

in 1 901) the most famous, as well as the

oldest play - producing society in the

provinces, was largely instrumental in

providing Miss Horniman with that nucleus

of enthusiasts which has helped to make
the Gaiety Theatre, Manchester, the best

repertory institution in the kingdom. Mr
Edwin T. Keys, business manager to Miss
Horniman, was its first secretary.

Among other things the theatrical history

of Manchester is conspicuous for the ex-

cellence of its Shakespearean productions

especially those of Charles Calvert at the

Princes' Theatre from 1864 to 1874 and
Richard Flanagan at the old Queen's

Theatre from 1896 to 191 1. Mr Flanagan's

management is one of the few honourable
exceptions to the almost universal rule of

provincial theatres to rely upon touring

companies for everything in the way of

attraction. His sixteen Shakespearean re-

vivals have been welcomed by packed and
enthusiastic audiences, year by year, for

runs lasting from 14 to 16 weeks, at a time

when other local theatres have been devoted
to " brainless pantomime."
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Manchester therefore was fitly chosen by-

Miss A. E. F. Horniman as the most suitable

field for dramatic experiment and here in

September 1907 the first English repertory

theatre came into existence. In the follow-

ing year she purchased the Gaiety Theatre,

which has now become the greatest centre

of the repertory theatre movement in the

United Kingdom.
Now what is a repertory theatre, and

why is it destined to thrive and hold its own
against the theatre of commerce and play-

house run solely in the interest of dividends ?

Here are the aims of the Manchester
theatre :

—

(a) A repertory theatre with a regular

change of programme not wedded to any
one school of dramatists but thoroughly

catholic, embracing the finest writing of

the best authors of all ages and with an
especially widely open door to present-

day British writers, who will not now need

to sigh in vain for a hearing, provided only

that they have something to say worth
listening to, and say it in an interesting and
original manner.

(b) A permanent Manchester stock

company of picked front-rank actors.

(c) Efficient production and
(d) Popular prices.

Needless to say, all these excellent objects

have been fulfilled at the Gaiety Theatre,

under the able direction of Mr B. Iden

Payne.
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In October 191 1 Mr Payne resigned, after

serving as Miss Horniman's art director

since the commencement of her public-

spirited venture. He is succeeded by Mr
Lewis Casson. During four and a half years
this repertory theatre has staged eighty-

eight plays, of which fifty-six were produced
for the first time on any stage. With brief

touring intervals. Miss Horniman's company
have played at the Gaiety Theatre regularly,

and the constant changing of parts and
styles among the different members of the

company have produced a perfect technique,

combination, and ensemble which is abso-

lutely impossible anywhere except in a true

repertory theatre.

The promise of catholicity in the choice of

plays has been faithfully fulfilled, as witness

the presentation of plays by Shakespeare,

Euripides, Ibsen, Shaw, Beaumont and
Fletcher, Sheridan, Goldsmith, Ben Jonson,
Maeterlinck, Sudermann, Galsworthy, St

John Hankin, Tarpey, Rostand, Paston,

Elizabeth Baker, Granville Barker, Arnold
Bennett, Masefield, Barrie, Haddon Cham-
bers, and Sutro.

The pledge, too, of " a widely open door "

to new dramatists has been kept to the

letter, as plays by Allan Monkhouse, Harold
Brighouse, Stanley Houghton, H. M. Richard-

son, Judge Parry, M. A. Arabian, J. F.

Bennett, Basil Dean, J. Sackville Martin,

F. E. Wynne, E. Hamilton Moore, Charles

McEvoy and Gertrude Robins amply
testify.

The second repertory theatre was estab-
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lished at the Royalty Theatre, Glasgow, in

April 1909 under the masterly direction of
Mr Alfred Wareing, and up to the present

it has produced eighty-seven plays.
" The Scottish Repertory Theatre is Scot-

land's own theatre, financed by Scottish

money, managed by Scotsmen. Established

to make Scotland independent of London
for its dramatic supplies, it is a citizen's

theatre in the fullest sense of the term."

Such runs the creed and policy of Glasgow's
Repertory Theatre. It follows very closely

the programme of Manchester, but Glasgow
aims also to make its theatre the cradle of a

distinctive Scottish school of dramatists, to

do in fact for Scotland what the Abbey
Theatre dramatists and players have done
so nobly and effectively for Ireland.

The third Repertory Theatre is that of
Liverpool. Miss Darragh and Mr Basil

Dean (late of the Gaiety, Manchester) tested

a repertory experiment at Kelly's Theatre,
Liverpool, in the spring of 191 1, which lasted

six weeks, was immensely successful, and
yielded its promoters a profit of ;^700. En-
couraged by this success, the President and
members of the Liverpool Playgoers' Society,

and several prominent citizens, among them
Sir Edward Russell and Mr Robert Heild,
set on foot a movement for the formation of
a limited liability company to acquire the
Star Theatre (formerly the famous old Star
Music Hall) with so much success that on
I ith November 191 1 the transformed " Star "

opened its doors as The Liverpool Repertory
Theatre, of which Mr Basil Dean is the
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controller ; and over a thousand of its

citizens hold shares in the company.
Steps are now being taken at Sheffield,

Leeds, Birmingham, Bolton, Bristol, and
also by the Stockport Garrick Society to

establish repertory theatres in their respec-

tive towns.

Mention must be made of Mr Charles

Frohman's repertory season at the Duke of

York's Theatre, London, which commenced
on 2 1st February and lasted until 17th June
1910, during which time he produced eight

new plays and revived two old ones. They
were produced under the direction of Messrs
Dion Boucicault, Granville Barker, and
Bernard Shaw. The new plays were Gals-

worthy's " Justice," Shaw's " Misalliance,"

Barrie's " Old Friends " and " The Twelve
Pound Look," Barker's " Madras House,"

E. Baker's "Chains," Meredith's "Senti-

mentalists," Hope and Lennox's " Helena's

Path." The revivals were Pinero's " Tre-

lawney of The Wells " and " Prunella " by
G. Barker.

The Irish Literary Theatre was founded

in 1898 with a desire for "something better

than the ordinary play of commerce." Mr
W. B. Yeats was its first playwright, and
" Countess Cathleen " his first play. This

was first performed by English actors, but

afterwards, as the national spirit developed,

a little company of Irish amateurs, under the

direction of Mr W. G. Fay, began to give

performances in other plays by Yeats and
Lady Gregory. Miss Horniman acquired the

lease of the Abbey Theatre, Dublin, rebuilt
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it, and gave the Irish National Theatre
Society its free use. From 1904 to the

present year Miss Horniman has in addition

given an annual subsidy. The greatest

dramatic writer of this movement was the

late J. M. Synge, whose plays, "The
Riders to the Sea," " The Shadow of the

Glen," and " The Playboy of the Western
World," are well-known to the many thou-

sands of British playgoers who have enjoyed
the rare visits of these Abbey Theatre
players on this side of St George's Channel.
The plays of Lady Gregory are mainly

humorous, the best known perhaps being
" The Workhouse Ward " and " The Rising
of The Moon."
The primary concern of the moving spirits

of the Irish National Theatre Society is to

build up a folk-drama, and since its institu-

tion, about sixty-one, two and three-act plays

have been written dealing with the history,

legends, customs, religion, temperament,
superstitions, hopes, and aspirations of
Ireland ; in fact with every phase of Irish

life and character. The dramatists of the

movement, in addition to the late J. M.
Synge, are first and foremost Lady Gregory
and W. B. Yeats ; George Moore, Padraic
Colum, William Boyle, Norreys Connell,

S. L. Robinson, T. C. Murray, and about a

dozen authors less known to fame.

They may be classed under two heads
;

vis., the realists, such as S. L. Robinson and
T. C. Murray ; and the mystics, Synge and
Yeats, and their imitators. Between these

two classes is William Boyle, a shrewd inter-
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preter of certain types of Irish life. Lady
Gregory is of the same class, though her

characters smack more of the soil ; but her

most successful work is the romantic play,

" The Rising of the Moon."
The acting of the Abbey Theatre players

follows the principles laid down by their

dramatic master, W. B. Yeats, which are " to

make speech even more important than

gesture upon the stage . . . An actor should

understand how to so discriminate cadence

from cadence, and to so cherish the musical

lineaments of verse or prose that he delights

the ear with a continually varied music . . ,

We must simplify acting, especially in poetical

drama, and in prose drama that is remote

from real life. We must get rid of every-

thing that is restless, everything that draws

the attention away from the sound of the

voice, or from the few moments of intense

expression . . . We must from time to time

substitute for the movements that the eye

sees the nobler movements that the heart

sees, the rhythmical movements that seem
to flow up into the imagination from some
deeper life than that of the individual soul."

The histrionic art of these Irish players

must be seen to be fully appreciated, for

words seem inadequate to describe the

perfect naturalness of their acting. The
complete loss of personal identity in the

parts portrayed is startling in its thorough-

ness.

When one has seen Sara Allgood as Ellen

McCarthy in Lennox Robinson's " Cross

Roads," impersonating a buxom Irish lass of
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twenty, and a little later on the same actress

in Lady Gregory's screaming comedy, " The
Workhouse Ward," in the character of old

Widow Donohoe, one wonders at this versa-

tility, and is scarcely able to credit the

possibility that any actress could present

two characters so entirely dissimilar.

Versatility so striking, however, is common
to the whole of this able band of players, and
to have seen J. M. Kerrigan, Arthur Sinclair

and Fred O'Donovan is to have met a trio

of Irish comedians without equal upon the

stage.

Briefly, their histrionic excellence is due
to a quiet intensity and freedom from rest-

lessness, to the entire subjection of their own
personaHty in the portrayal of character, to

their deeply expressive eye play, and to the

beauty and variety of their perfect elocution.

The same is true to a large extent of all

the repertory theatre players. The weekly
change of bill necessitates constant study of

fresh parts, and, moreover, the intellectual

character of modern dramatic work demands
a highly intellectual and thoroughly trained

class of actor and actress. It would be an
impossibility for the average " commercial "

theatrical professional to do the artistic work
which is required from repertory players like

Dennis Eadie, Milton Rosmer, Charles Bibby,

Frank Darch, Lewis Casson, Stanley Drewitt,

Edyth Goodall, Ada King, Irene Rooke,
Basil Dean, Hilda Bruce Potter, O. P. Heggie,
Charles Maude, Margaret Halstan, Lena
Ashwell, Edyth Olive, Hilda Trevelyan, and
many others too numerous to mention.
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The modern repertory theatre differs some-
what from the old stock company system,
for its purpose is not only to give variety,

but to produce plays which may have an
artistic and educative value, although possibly

wanting the elements that yield commercial
success. Hence we can say that the reper-

tory theatre creates a healthy desire for

dramatic experiment. London theatres are

numerous enough in all conscience to provide

infinite variety, but except for Mr Frohman's
experiment in 1910, and the Vedrenne-
Barker Court Theatre enterprise, theatrical

management of the Metropolis has slavishly

adhered to the old principle of amusement
for amusement's sake, and instead of striving

to lead public opinion in the direction of

fidelity to nature, or to stimulate a healthy
appetite for intellectual and artistic ideals,

has attempted to justify itself by parroting

Johnson's unwise dictum :

" The Drama's laws the Drama's patrons give,

And we who live to please must please to live."

Although Mr Charles Frohman's repertory

experiment at the Duke of York's in 1910
proved a failure from a financial point of

view, the Stage Society took an important
step on 9th December 191 1, when it called

together a meeting of representatives from
existing repertory theatres, and of those

interested from towns where measures are

being taken to establish them—the outcome
of which was the formation of a Repertory
Theatre Association. It is hoped this
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Association will not only co-ordinate the

work of existing repertory theatres, and lead

to the exchange of companies within pre-

scribed circuits, but eventually result in the

establishment of a repertory theatre for

London.
A very hopeful sign of the times is the

fact that Mr Dennis Eadie (probably the

most capable of repertory theatre players)

has joined forces with Mr J. E. Vedrenne in

the management of the London Royalty
Theatre (Feb. 191 2) which opened with a
new play by John Galsworthy entitled " The
Pigeon," and where it is intended (in addition

to the ordinary evening bill) to give special

matinees presumably of new plays by modern
dramatists. If this management can con-
tinue the good work of the famous Court
Theatre [1904-IQ07] partnership, the intelli-

gent London playgoer may be nearer the

realisation of a permanent repertory institu-

tion than some imagine.

In what way, one may ask, does the new
acting differ from that of the acting we see

upon the stage of the ordinary " commercial "

theatre, or the theatre dominated by the
popular " star " ? Now at the theatre of the
latter everything centres around the "star."

The play must first gain his approval, and
naturally enough it must contain great
opportunities for him and the leading lady.

He may not be suited to the part, but he
thinks he is, and " there's an end on't !

" The
poor author may be required to " strengthen
the actor-manager's part," and as this can
only be accomplished at the expense of the
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play, the whole production is sacrificed to

the vanity of the bright particular " star."

Sir Herbert Tree made a frank confession

when he wrote :
" I give the public what I

want it to want." ^ This, of course, means
that the author must give Sir Herbert Tree
what he wants, and not that which the author

desires the public should have.

Now what happens at the repertory theatre?

First of all the casting of the play and
stage production is in the hands of a

thoroughly competent man, who rarely, if

ever, acts himself. In other words " the

play's the thing" and the player must act

his part in harmony with the author's idea.

We have no striving after effect, no endea-

vour on the part of one player to outshine

another, no " getting out of the frame," so to

speak, but perfect co-operation in an all-

round construction to do justice to the play,

and, at the same time, to satisfy their artistic

tastes and natural aspirations for a complete

ensemble. As already mentioned the most
striking feature of the repertory theatre

players is the perfect naturalness of their

acting. One of the most difficult accomplish-

ments is to speak naturally upon the stage,

or indeed to utter naturally any words any-

where but those one uses colloquially. To
hear these players talk appears to us just

as if they were conversing in any ordinary

room—of course really they are not or they

would not be heard, but they seem to be
so. Here is shown the art that conceals art.

' Letter to Daily News, 2ist June 1909.
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Irving says ^ : "To appear to be natural, you
must in reality be much broader than nature.

To act on the stage as one really would in

a room would be ineffective and colourless.

I never knew an actor who brought the art

of elocution to greater perfection than the

late Charles Mathews, whose utterance on
the stage appeared so natural that one was
surprised to find when near him that he was
really speaking in a very loud key." The
difference between the old natural players

such as Charles Mathews and Ellen Terry,

for instance, and this new school of artists is

that, although they were as natural as any of

the members of a modern repertory theatre

company, they had an individual or dis-

tinctive manner which revealed itself what-
ever part they assumed. " The Vedrenne-
Barker order of actors," says Russell,^ " seem
to have been born anew into each part they
play. And . . . especially in the more intel-

lectual and cultured characters the Vedrenne-
Barker players seem to the manner born

;

more born to the social essence of the

station of their parts, than the most highly-

trained artistes of the more usual sort."

To some extent this superiority of the

repertory theatre players over the ordinary

professional of the " commercial " or " star
"

theatres, is more apparent than real. It is

largely a matter of careful selection. The
desire of Granville Barker, B. Iden Payne,

! The Art of Acting. The Drama-Addresses,
page 57-

- The Theatre And Things Said About It, p. 31.
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Lewis Casson, Dion Boucicault, Dennis
Eadie, and other great repertory theatre

producers, is as strong as was the desire of
our humble friend Peter Quince to have the
" play fitted." That the " producer " of •* The
most lamentable comedy and most cruel

death of Pyramus and Thisbe" knew how
to make the best of his material, both human
and inanimate, cannot be denied. And
equally, too, in the judicious "casting" of
the players for repertory theatre productions,

so that each is the physical and tempera-
mental embodiment of his part, do we
appreciate the controlling genius of the

great producer.

A common delusion on the part of some
critics is to hail almost every fresh comer to

the repertory boards as a " great " player

when he or she, it may be for the first time,

appears excellently fitted at last.

With the advent of the repertory theatre

movement in Manchester, Liverpool, Glas-

gow, and Dublin, London ceases to lead in

the matter of progressive drama or in the

theatre of ideas. Until a few years ago the

London stage not only dominated the rest

of the United Kingdom, but our colonies

of Australia, New Zealand, Canada, and
South Africa—and until quite recently

—

even the United States. In all these places

there was no native drama, but only repeti-

tions of the stage productions which had
originated in the West End of London.

Reference must be made to the valuable

work done by Mr F. R. Benson in popular-

ising Shakespeare up and down the country
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since 1883. His three companies have
brought Shakespeare home to milHons who
might otherwise have rarely enjoyed the

plays of our great national dramatist. " Mr
Benson," says Sir Sidney Lee in his book on
" Shakespeare and the Modern Stage," " is

the only manager of recent date to inscribe

boldly and continuously on his banner the

old watchwords :
' Shakespeare and the

National Drama,' ' Short Runs,' ' No Stars,'

' All-round Competence,' and ' Unostenta-
tious Setting.' In all respects except one this

eulogy is well deserved. Mr Benson's prin-

cipal company is run on "star" lines. All

the leading characters are played by Mr
and Mrs Benson. However much we may
recognise his laudable efforts and testify to

his ripe scholarship, we cannot admit that

either his wife or himself are adequate to

many of the roles they essay. Here we
have the inevitable weakness which is bound
to manifest itself sooner or later in all

ordinary theatrical enterprises !

These new ideas or systems in matters

theatrical naturally enough leads one to

believe that the repertory theatre playgoers

are in the main a new creation. Those who
attend Miss Horniman's playhouse in Man-
chester cannot fail to be impressed by the

character of the audience. Everywhere in

this model theatre one notes the keen, in-

tellectual faces, the eagerness with which all

points of the play are relished, the refined

laughter which greets the witty subtleties of

Shavian comedy or the intense seriousness

which characterizes the audience when
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following the sombre drama of Ibsen or

Galsworthy. How different from what one
is accustomed to observe in the audiences
which crowd the average music-hall or who
fill the theatre when musical comedy and
pantomime hold sway. On the one hand
we have alert intelligence—on the other,

inert animalism. Another feature worthy of
mention in this connection is that the
repertory theatre relies upon the play and
its author to attract the public ; while the

theatre of commerce pins its faith to the

drawing power of the leading player. The
average amusement seeker wants to see Sir

Herbert Tree, Martin Harvey, or Sir George
Alexander, and cares little or nothing about
the play. Nowadays the popular actor or

actress is more often than not the creation of
a corrupt and advertising age—an age of

photo postcards and sycophantic theatrical

journalism. With the habitue of a repertory

theatre the attraction is the play, and there-

fore he or she goes to see not Mr So-and-
So or Miss This-or-That, but to enjoy the

dramatic work of Barker, Barrie, Gals-

worthy, Shaw, Suderman, Pinero, or Ibsen.

The question which naturally arises in the

mind of the " average " man is :
" Does this

kind of thing pay its way ? " The answer is

Yes and No ! Our commercial instinct very
often leads us to judge everything by the

ordinary laws of supply and demand. We
are too often obsessed with the idea that

markets and exchanges are " the be-all and
end-all " of all things here " upon this bank
and shoal of time," Does Burlington House
128
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pay ? Yes ! Does the National Gallery

pay ? No ! In both senses, too, the re-

pertory theatre " pays its way " and does not

pay its way. The generous bounty of Miss
Horniman enabled a start to be made at Dub-
lin and Manchester. The public spirit of some
of its citizens has carried on the Glasgow
venture for three years, and a public com-
pany has been formed in Liverpool with over

thirteen hundred shareholders, representing

all classes of local society, who have already

subscribed i^i 3,000 towards a nominal
capital of ^^25,000.1

We may therefore aver that the self-

sacrifice of enthusiasts in time and money,
the beneficent example of one courageous
lady, and the readiness of some to " back
their opinions " by the purchase of a j^Ti

share is sufficient indication that repertory

theatres do pay, or will pay, and are intended

to pay in more senses than one.

Of course they are not intended to prove

remunerative to the average " theatrical

speculator," or bring fame and fortune to the
" star "

; in this sense the repertory theatre

never will pay, otherwise our hopes for its

future will prove vain. The productions at

repertory theatres have been adequately and
artistically, though economically staged. In

the near future it is anticipated that great

economy will result in the management of

these theatres by a recurrence to the old

usage of " flats," " cloths," and " wings." The

'The Liverpool Repertory Theatre for the first

five months of its existence shows a financial profit.
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expensive " sets " which necessitate so much
unfortunate " hacking " and incongruous
" piecing" of Shakespearean text, as well as

leading to cramped construction of modern
dramatic work, is another serious indictment

of ordinary theatrical enterprise.

The repertory movement has come to

stay, and will flourish as time advances. It

is undoubtedly the stimulus and exemplar
of all that is best in the commercial theatre

of to-day, and may be said to mark the tran-

sition from the " commercial " playhouse to

the State and Municipal Theatre.

Most of us are agreed as to the necessity

of Churches, Universities, Schools, Art
Galleries, and Free Libraries. All those

institutions owe their existence to both
public and private endowments. Some day
there will be an equal consensusof opinion with

regard to the claims of the Theatre, not that

institution such as we have known it in the

past, but in relation to a regenerated theatre

which will be the natural outcome of the needs

of the time, a source not only of perennial de-

light, but a powerful factor in the furtherance

of the highest educative and artistic ideals.

In the meantime the repertory theatre

indicates a way out of the morass of

theatrical commercialism. Critics there are

who detect faults and lament the short-

comings of repertory theatre management.
After all, although we may clearly define the

artistic principles which differentiate the
" repertory " from the " commercial " theatre

— in the correct interpretation of those prin-

ciples, as evidenced by the choice of plays

—
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we have in the last resort to rely upon the

judgment of the controller or director of the

repertory theatre. It may be true that a few
plays have been produced by the repertory

management of Manchester, Glasgow, Liver-

pool and Dublin mainly on account of their

known or reputed qualities of monetary
attraction and regardless of intrinsic artistic

merit.

These lapses from artistic ideals cannot
be numerous and one must regard the

dramatic output as a whole and not capti-

ously criticise a production here and there,

which in all probability is the result of a

slight error in judgment. One suggestion,

however, occurs to the writer. Would it

not be possible for repertory theatres to

aid the cause of dramatic progress by
occasionally giving free matinees of censored

plays ; thus serving the useful purpose of

bringing home to the public the stupidity

of the Censorship ?

In spite of the sins of omission and
commission, the repertory theatre movement
has not been without influence upon ordinary

theatrical enterprise.

During the last few years Sir Herbert
Tree has produced Shaw's " Admirable
Bashville," Hauptmann's "Hannele," Steven-

son's " Admiral Guinea " and Zangwill's
" War God." Mr Herbert Trench has given
" King Lear" and Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird,"

and Miss Lena Ashvvell, J. B. Pagan's
comedy " The Earth " and Miss Hamilton's
" Diana of Dobson's," and to her we are

also indebted for the discovery of two
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capable dramatists in Wilfred Coleby and
Anthony Wharton. Mr Robert Loraine
has found Shaw's " Man and Superman " a

very profitable investment, and the same
author's " Fanny's First Play " has added
to the fame and fortune of Miss Lillah

McCarthy. The phenomenal success of
Mr Moffatt's " Bunty Pulls the Strings,"

serves to show that a simple genial and
amusing satire of Scotch character by
capable Scotch players will delight even
the surfeited Londoners. By way of con-

trast one may mention that the terribly

realistic acting of Miss Lydia Yavorsky in

Gorky's " Lower Depths " drew interested

audiences. The excellent dramatic fare of

The Little Theatre under Miss Gertrude
Kingston's capable management must not

be overlooked, nor indeed the new departure

of Mr Martin Harvey who has rashly risked

the adoration of the matinee girl by going
"on tour" with " CEdipus Rex." For some
years Mr Leigh Lovel and his talented wife

Miss Octavia Kenmore have bravely borne
the banner of Ibsen throughout the length

and breadth of the British Isles. Surely

a remarkable theatrical venture and one
revealing an unswerving devotion to a

particular ideal

!

These few examples, taken at random
from many, support the view that an im-

mense change for the better is taking place

in the quality of commercial theatrical en-

terprise and which may be justly attributed

to the good influence exercised by the

repertory theatre movement. Finally it
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cannot be too strongly emphasized that the

"repertory theatre" is not an institution

catering merely for the needs of a numeric

cally unimportant " intellectual clique, but

a movement which is rapidly weaning the

ffreat mass of theatre - goers from the

ephemeral trash which defiles the very name

of drama.

NOTES

Stock Company Revival. A healthy sign

of the times is the measure of success which

has attended the efforts of some hard-

working and capable legitimate professionals

to popularize the stock company system in

and around Manchester. At the Alhambra

Theatre (Variety and Drama), Openshaw,

for instance, in a thickly populated working-

class district, Mr Tom H. Taylor's Stock

Company has occupied the boards from

Easter to August (191 2) with a series of

melodramas, Boucicault's Irish plays, and

one notable Shakespearean production.

There are "two shows a night" and the

prices of admission range from 2d to Qd.

According to Mr Frank Lindo the season

has been highly successful, both in the

matter of good audiences and such financial

return as is compatible with the low ad-

mission charges. "Othello" drew the

largest and most enthusiastic " houses." The

performances are kept within the prescribed

two hours by judicious condensation and

the abolition of waits beiween acts.
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Birmingham Repertory Theatre. The fifth

repertory theatre will open its doors about
Christmas (1912) in the great capital of

the Midlands. The provisional programme
includes the works of Shakespeare and
Ben Jonson— also plays by two modern
dramatists, Mr John Masefield and Miss
E. Baker. The Pilgrim Players of Birming-

ham have already produced thirty plays,

and they claim this latest addition to the

repertory theatres to be :
" the first of its

kind in England that has sprung from and
been carried through by the labours

—

extended over a number of years— of the

people who will be responsible for its

conduct in its reorganized and more per-

manent form."
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IT
is proposed to mark the tercentenary

of Shakespeare's death in 19 16 by
the erection of a National Memorial

Theatre in London. The estimated cost

of such a theatre is ;^5oo,ooo, apportioned
as follows:— Cost of site, ;^ioo,ooo, Build-

ing and Equipment, ;^i 50,000 and Endow-
ment Fund, ;^2 50,000. The objects are :

—

(i) To keep the plays of Shakespeare in

the repertory of the theatre.

(2) To revive whatever else is vital in

English classical drama.

(3) To prevent recent plays of great
merit from falling into the oblivion to which
the present theatrical system is apt to

consign them.

(4) To produce new plays and to further

the development of the modern drama.

(5) To produce translations of represent-
ative works of foreign drama, ancient and
modern.

(6) To stimulate the art of acting through
the varied opportunities which it will offer

to the members of its company.

In its prospectus the Executive Committee
says :

—
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" The lack of a worthy memorial to

Shakespeare in London, where for his

working years he lived and where his fame
was established, has long been felt. That
the best monument to his genius would be
a great National Theatre has been deter-

mined, not by a fraction, but by the decisive

voice of public opinion, as expressed (in

open meeting and otherwise) by leading

representatives of statesmanship, literature,

science and the arts.

" The enterprise will be placed under the

control of a body of governors appointed by
the Crown, the Universities and other bodies

representing Art and Learning, the munici-

palities of London and other great cities, the

Dominions of the Empire, and various educa-

tional and public institutions. The carefully

prepared scheme of management lifts the

project at once above any suspicion of being
promoted in the interest of any class or party,

and insures public control of this memorial to

the greatest of Englishmen.
" The foundation of an architecturally

beautiful and well-equipped National Theatre
would remove from London the unenviable

distinction of being perhaps the only great

capital in Europe which does not possess

such an institution. A National Theatre
would be a powerful instrument for the public

good, providing a permanent home for the

masterpieces of Shakespeare and other clas-

sical dramatists, and encouraging the best

elements of modern drama. Amidst the

hurry of modern city life it would stand for

the things which abide in dramatic literature
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and for all that is best in the living art of the
stage— a source of inspiration and pure
pleasure to all classes of the community, and
an educational influence which would be felt

for good throughout the English speaking
world.

" Such an object calls for no small grudg-
ing measure of support from citizens of the
richest country in the world,

"The greatest of poets and dramatistsshould
have a living memorial in the midst of the
great capital which provided a stage for his

genius—a monument worthy of his world-
wide fame.

" Concerning the contention that the
National Theatre might possibly be hostile

to the long-run theatres, it is pointed out
that there are and always will be numerous
plays which contain great " star parts " and
are otherwise suited for the huge and instant

popularity implied in the long run. But
there are also plays, and these often of the
highest order, in which the importance of the
various parts is more evenly balanced, and
which, though appealing to a very consider-

able public, are unlikely to secure the immedi-
ate and enormous vogue necessary for a long
run. Under the existing order of things the
outlet for such plays is very limited. The
Shakespeare National Theatre, by relieving

authors of the necessity of making the long
run their one aim and ideal, will undoubtedly
remove one of the chief impediments to the
fertility and virility of English drama.

" Further, it is contended that valuable
results can be anticipated from the visits
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which it is proposed the Shakespeare National

Theatre Company should pay to the provin-

cial cities. There would soon come a time
when no great city would be without a

worthy repertory theatre of its own (perhaps

affiliated to the central institution and work-
ing in concert with it). For the establish-

ment of such theatres the Shakespeare
National Theatre would supply a model
and an incentive."

Towards this sum of ^500,000, ^80,000
is in hand or promised, and the option for

one year (extended for another year) of an
ideal site has been given by the London
County Council of their old Spring Gardens
offices, facing the new roadway in the Mall
and abutting on Trafalgar Square.^ What-
ever be the outcome of this effort to provide
us with such a theatre as the Com^die
Francaise, there can be little doubt but that,

to use the words of Sir John Hare, " such an
institution would at once remove the existing

stigma of our stage, rescue it from the chaos
in which it finds itself, raise the position of

the drama in this country to the same dignity

it obtains in France, Germany, and Austria
and be a noble and lasting tribute."

In the writer's opinion the most significant

aspect of the National Theatre movement
lies in the frank admission on the part of its

' According to latest reports the finances of the
Memorial Committee are increasing, and it is to be
hoped the "Shakespeare's England" Exhibition at

Earl's Court (1912) will considerably augment the
funds.
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promoters of the evils inseparable from a
privately controlled theatrical system. For
instance, in the third object of the proposed
National Theatre we see it stated that the

present theatrical system is apt to consign

recent plays of great merit to oblivion, and
later in the prospectus we learn something
of the incompatibility of the "star" system
with the production of plays " often of the

highest order, in which the importance of the

various parts is more evenly balanced, and
which, though appealing to a very consider-

able pubhc, are unlikely to secure the im-
mediate and enormous vogue necessary for

a long run "
; and, again, we have the startling

confession that the National Theatre " by
relieving authors of the necessity of making
the long run their one aim and ideal, will

undoubtedly remove one of the chief impedi-
ments to the fertility and virility of English
drama." And, finally, in the indictment of
the present stage by Sir John Hare we have
confirmation of the truth that the drama,
like other fine arts, needs that private or

public endowment without which it cannot
attain to its highest development.
At the great National Theatre of France

we find the comedies of Moliere played
exactly as in the reign of Louis XIV.
Traditions are handed down even to the

minutest details and, as the company are

always playing together, the ensemble is

perfect. The presiding genius of the House
of Moliere, is M. Jules Claretie— a position

he has held for the past twenty-six years.

It must be remembered that the directors of
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these great National Theatres are past

masters in the art of stagecraft and acting

—

and while they produce plays, train and
inspire actors and actresses, they never act

themselves. Imagine an English actor-man-
ager in his prime, being modest enough to

efface himself from the public view and take

up a post of this kind.^

In the systematic preservation of traditions

and in the perfection of acting a National

Theatre would be an inestimable boon. At
the Comedie Francaise there are unbroken
records of the histrionic art for the past two
hundred and fifty years. Every detail of
" business " is carefully preserved, and the

amassed traditions of ten generations of

highly-trained artistes are at the disposal of

its present-day societaires and pensionnaires.

When we consider the glories of this theatre's

magnificent art treasures of books, paintings

and sculpture set amid their palatial surround-

ings, and further reflect that this is but one
of the many great National Theatres on the

Continent, the poor British lover of dramatic
and histrionic excellence hides his diminished
head in shame.
With the " practical " and " commercial

"

Englishmen how differently are matters

arranged. What do we know, for instance,

of the source or date of the established
" business " of Shakespearean acting ? A
few oral traditions passed down from the

old " pro " to the " laddie," and which doubt-

' For the constitution and government of this

theatre see a splendid article in The Stage Year
Book, 1912, page 57.
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less lose nothing in the process ; an oc-

casional hint from some musty prompt book,

mercifully rescued from a marine store

dealer ; a meagre collection of relics at the

Garrick Club, and possibly a few more in

the private collections of wealthy actor-

managers, and there an end.

Until the establishment of the repertory

theatre we could offer no real opportunity of

development for the capable actor who
sought to attain a certain measure of his-

trionic excellence. The " star " governed

theatre provided little opening, and the
" commercial " theatre still less.

With the exception of Mr F. R. Benson's

Shakespearean establishment, there are

scarcely any dramatic schools worthy of the

name, and but very few actors and actresses

who have the gift of imparting their difficult

art to others. An histrionic teacher is born

not made. That great actor, Hermann
Vezin, who passed away a year or so ago,

was an excellent instructor, and so, too, is

his pupil. Miss Rosina Filippi. Manchester

also possesses a teacher, par excellence, in the

person of Mr Ryder Boys, but their number
is strictly limited. In her admirable little

book on " Hints to Speakers and Players,"

Miss Filippi, treating of the necessity for

training the body to suppleness by regular

and systematic physical exercises and

fencing, makes a few caustic reflections upon

our haphazard methods in this respect :
" If

he is going to study like the foreign actor,

and give up four or five years to perfecting

his art before he presents himself to the
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public, there are hundreds of ways to get

ease of deportment ; but in England, where
the stage is looked upon as the refuge of the

destitute, a means of making an immediate
fortune, or of bringing to light a God-sent
genius, and where a six months' training is

considered quite a sufficient amount of time
to give to the most difficult of all arts, one
must as a teacher make the student's way
as easy as possible, and trust to a not over-

critical audience to finish his education for

him."

These things are somewhat differently

managed abroad. In France, for instance,

no Paris manager or any theatrical manager
of the large towns will engage an actor or

actress unless he or she has been through the

Conservatoire, where only bona-fide wage-
earners are allowed to take up a course.

Thus all monied amateurs and unfit are

excluded. In Germany there are excellent

dramatic schools, such as that of Professor

Reinhardt, whose diploma is as necessary

to the aspirant as a course at the Con-
servatoire.

In every fair-sized town throughout the

length and breadth of Germany, France, and
Austria there is to be found a theatre wholly

or partly supported by the State or Munici-

pality, many with training schools attached.

Our friends abroad regard these theatres as

essential to their happiness and intellectual

advancement as their libraries and art

galleries.

In our country the theatres are situated in

back streets or else in bustling, noisy
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thoroughfares, and from an architectural

point of view are often the reverse of beauti-

ful. Contrast this with the classic or sylvan
beauty by which the State and Municipal
theatres are surrounded ? Structurally our
theatres are far behind as regards external
architecture, stage mechanism, and internal

arrangements, these magnificent public

theatres which are held in such affection

by our friends abroad.

Although the theatre-going habit is grow-
ing rapidly here, we still in the main regard
its indulgence as a pastime ; a sort of post-

prandial exercitation for the rich and
middle classes ; and as a stimulant to the
jaded senses of the workers ; a kind of re-

action from the dull, drab monotony of
their lives.

The Germans lead quite as strenuous an
existence as we do ; in fact, according to

some competent authorities, their activity is

far more concentrated, more intense, and
more silent than we display. And yet the
drama which arouses us to an intense pitch

of enthusiasm, is less serious, consistent and
artistic than that which obtains on the
German stage—even in the theatres patron-
ized by the masses.
With all our Shakespeare worship, we are

far behind Germany in the study and per-

formance of the great dramatist's works.
The writer does not intend to dwell upon

the considerable debt we owe to German
scholarship concerning Shakespeare, beyond
mentioning the fact that since 1865 a
German publication has been issued entitled
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the " Shakespeare Year Book "
; containing

critical and historical matter by eminent
scholars and actors, and which also gives full

information about the Shakespearean stage

productions for the past year. From this

source we learn that in 1 910 24 plays were
given in 189 theatres, with a total of 1,220

performances ^

One may reasonably doubt whether we
reached in 19 10 so magnificent a total as

1,220 Shakespearean performances. In 1909
1,318 performances were given.

" The theatre is inevitable— organize the

theatre," said Matthew Arnold ; organized or

not we are compelled to admit that the

stage is for good or evil, a power to be
reckoned with. That there is " something
rotten in the State of Denmark "—that the

theatre cannot be allowed for ever to remain
the mere sport of commerce, or the toy

of the pampered "star" is admitted by all

serious-minded men and women. Sir Ed-
ward Russell has recently aptly described

theatrical management as a " curiously fit-

ful mixture of daring, timidity, and con-

vention." Considered as an instrument of

' So7ne Shakespeare Performances in igio.

Hamlet - - - -
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idle amusement the theatre may continue,

for all we need trouble, under the control

of entertainment-mongers whose sole aim is

to provide such amusement as is conven-
tionally moral and decent, and at the same
time compatible with "big business" and fat

profits. When, however, we come to regard

the theatre in a different light, view it perhaps

as one of the most potent methods of educa-

tional advancement, hold that both the dra-

matist and the actor fulfil the important role

of instructor as well as that of joy-giver to

mankind, then, and not till then, will the

highest ideals of the histrionic art find ade-

quate realization. In the happy days to come
the actor will be encouraged to develop his

powers to the utmost. He will no longer be

the tool of the " syndicate," or the pampered
darling of an idle, pleasure-loving plutocracy

and aristocracy. His ability will find a real

outlet " on the boards " of the people's theatre,

and his greatest reward will be the love and
admiration of his fellow-citizens. To-day
actors and actresses are more often than not

the creation of a corrupt and advertising age.

An age of press puffs and picture postcards.

And the playwright, poor fellow—what a

glorious time is in store for him ! His play

will be no longer a transformed thing of

shreds and patches—the creation of his pen,

no more the wanton sport of a syndicate-

boomed actor. For the theatre of the future

he may write without fear or favour of
" star " or " syndicate," and his genius will

enjoy the fullest and freest scope. And,
finally, what will become of our old friend

—
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the Censor? A halter gratis! No!—

a

retiring pension of something over five

shilHngs per week, until the time arrives for

his departure to that land where the Phil-

potts cease from troubling and the Zangwills

disturb not the Censor's rest.

FINIS
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